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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Reasons for Report

This Survey was commissioned by the City of Port Adelaide in conjunction with the
State Heritage Branch of the Department of Environment & Natural Resources. The
previous surveys of areas within the Port Adelaide Council had covered the areas
delineated as the State Heritage Area and also the Greater Port Adelaide area but had
left this section of the Port Centre unsurveyed.
The first survey in Port Adelaide was undertaken in 1977 and produced the Port
Adelaide Conservation Study for the South Australian State Planning Authority. This
report was undertaken by Elizabeth Vines. In 1988 the Greater Port Adelaide Heritage
Survey was undertaken by McDougall & Vines and this covered the larger area of
suburbs under the contro l of the Port Ade laide Corporation but did not include the Port
Centre area . The area covered by this current survey is delineated in Figure 1 and
extends from the Port River to Lipson Street, St Vincent Street to Sinclair Street and
the former Port Adelaide Cana l site. It also covers areas bounded by St Vincent Street,
Mundy Street, North Parade and Nelson Street which were not covered in the 1977
survey. It i.s intended that with the comp letion of this survey the whole of the Port
Adelaide Local Government Area will have been assessed for its heritage significance.
This survey was undertaken by McDougall & Vines, Architectural and Heritage
Consultants with the project being overseen by the Port Adelaide Heritage Advisery
Committee and officers from the State Heritage Branch.

1.2

Current Situation

With the i.ntroduction of the new Heritage Act and Development Act, heritage controls
within Port Adelaide come into effect at two levels. The State Heritage Area is
controlled under the Development Act 1993 and is the responsibi lity of the Heritage
Adviser with delegated authority from the Minister for the Environment and Natural
Resources. Other individual State Heritage Registered buildings are dealt with
individually outside the State Heritage Area.
Local heritage items identified in the Greater Port Adelaide Heritage Survey and also
within this survey of the Port Ade laide Centre can be listed as places of local heritage
significance under the Port Adelaide Development Plan.
Historic Conservation Zones were identified in the Greater Port Adelaide Heritage
Survey and these have been de lineated within the recently gazetted Port Adelaide
Supplementary Development Plan, as specia l Residential Character Policy Zones.

1.3

Aims of Survey

As set out in the Brief to Consultants, the aim of this Heritage Survey is to identify
places and areas of State significance and also places and areas of local significance.
Places of State s.ignificance will be recommended for the State Heritage Register, places
of local significance will be recommended for listing in the Development Plan for Port
Adelaide under the new regulations of the Development Act 1993.
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2.0 OUTLINE IDSTORY AND THEMES OF
DEVELOPMENT FOR PORT ADELAIDE
2.1

Introduction

Port Adelaide as a place has a special position in the history of the State, as the port
for the capital city and as a distinct town with a character and history of its own.
The area that is now known as the Port Centre originally developed as the service area
for the Port of Adelaide and its administration centre. It was based on the early water
front activities and industries and it became a population hub for the Port.
Port Adelaide experienced the same periods of development and decline as the rest of
the state including the 1840s period of initial settlement which was most significant for
the Port, the slump during the gold rushes of the 1850s, the subsequent 1870s and 1880s
economic boom and the depression of the 1890s. Port Adelaide also benefited from the
1910-1920s period of prosperity in South Australia. Port Adelaide, due to reliance on
international shipping, suffered greatly during the 1930 depression.
In 1929
unemployment in South Australia was at the highest level of all Australian states and
the national Waterside Workers strike in 1928 erupted in Port Adelaide as well.
The Centre itself is a microcosm of all aspects of Port Adelaide development. The
suburban areas of Port Adelaide area developed and expanded over time but the Port
Centre retains physical representation of all the main themes of the Port's history
including early subdivision, residential development and also commercial and industrial
development, resulting in large shops and stores, both related to shipping and domestic
industry, and also warehouses. The Port Adelaide area is well covered by a series of
early photographs which indicate the physical development of the Port Centre and it is
interesting to note that by the 1880s the main commercial streets were fronted by two
storey buildings, with intens.ive housing development on the blocks behind, between
Commercial Road and the Port River.
The Port Centre contains its share of community se rvices with buildings such as
churches, schools and banks and also a large number of hote ls and stables remaining
from early periods of the Ports development. Early block plans which were drawn up
at various periods during Port Adelaide's hi story indicate the location of important
elements such as the Market off Commercial Road, the large warehouses and
storehouses of furniture and ironmongery merchants such as Crooks & Brooker and
other public facilities which are an important part of the development of the Port. The
Port Centre itself exhibits many characteristics typical of suburban areas. However,
the overlay of the activities of the Port and shipping gives it a much more interesting
story of development and the Centre retains many buildings and structures which reflect
the early elate of settlement in Port Adelaide. An interesting part of the history of its
development is the parallel establishment of businesses and enterprises in the Port and
the City itself, indicating the importance of the area in the history of the State.
The Port Centre area now is defined by transportation routes including water, rail and
road. The clear subdivision pattern of the early Janel sales has now been altered by the
clearance of large areas and consolidation of sites to provide land for the new
development which has taken place. The new developments occupy large areas of land
and blur the original narrower small allotme nt subdivision of the early Port. As the
developing industrial areas spread clown stream, the access of shipping to the Port itself
became much less and the importance of the Gawler Reach a nd Port Canal decreased.
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Links with the other suburbs which make up the Greater Port Adelaide are also
significant, such as the early road and rail links between Port Adelaide and Semaphore,
and Port Adelaide and the City.
The former Port Canal which serves as a southern boundary to the Port Centre area
is a significant part of the development of the southern area of the port but the
replacement of water transport by rail into this city meant that after the 1920s the canal
was not much used, and was reclaimed in 1978-79. It has now become part of the
shopping centre development. The Housing Trust has been involved in rehabilitation
and building of new houses in the Port Centre particularly and commendable efforts
have been made to maintain low scale, intensive character of earlier housing of the area.
The State Heritage Area actually occupies a very small part of the Port Centre and
while careful conservation of this area is important, the identification of the early
elements which remain within the Port Centre itself helps link the Heritage Area with
the immediate surrounding area.
2.2

First Settlement and the Port Land Company

The initial location of Ade laide's Port, after a much documented conflict between
Governor Hindmarsh and Colonel Light, was at the place which became known as Port
Misery. This was at the end of the Old Port Road where it met the Port River as it was
initially surveyed by Light. However, this site provide unsuitable and in 1840, after two
years of preparation by the South Australian Company, the location of the Port was
moved some distance downstream to the current site of Port Adelaide. The original
l.ocation of Port Misery lies in an area which has been reclaimed as West Lakes today.
The junction of Webb Street and Old Port Road is close to this point although the
swampy edge of Port River was probably some short distance further west.
The newly located Port developed quickly under the virtual monopoly of the South
Austral.ian Company which had secured nearly all of the land immediately on the
waterfront and also Section 423 which was then subdivided as Albert Town. The South
Australian Company also undertook the construction of the extension of Port Road to
the new Port and was paid in land by the Government.

It is interesting to note that the area covered by this Heritage Survey of the Port Centre
almost exactly coincides with the land holdings of the Port Land Company (refer Fig 2).
The Port Land Company, which owned the Land Sections numbered 2112 and 704 (for
a brief period) in Provincial Survey marked "B" in Port Adelaide, containing 134 acres
and 80 acres respectively, was incorporated by Captain John Hart and a group of friends
in 1.850.
Land Section 2112 had originally been granted to John Hill by George Gawler, the
Commissioner of Public Lands in the Province of South Australia on 15 May 1841 1• On
16 and 17 January 1843, all of the section, except for 8 acres including St Paul's Church
and Glebe Land (refer Fig 3) and six other acres at the north west corner of the land
section, was put up as securities in return for payment of a mortgage taken out by Hill
from Jacob Hagen 2 •

Enrolment No. 52, Book 7, p 65 (GRO)
E nrolm ent No. 53, Book 7, p 66 (GRO)
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FIG 2: INITIAL SUBDIVISION OF PORT ADELAIDE AREA - 1840
Main Port Land Co. Section is 2112
Source: Brian Samuels, Community in the Porl Adelaide District, 1861-1901,
(History Thesis, University of Adelaide, 1971)
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FIG 3: INITIAL SUBDIVISION OF SECTION 2112 IN 1850
(showing creation of St Vincent Street, Commercial Road, Dale Street,
Church Street and Minories. St Paul's Church and Glebe are also marked)
Source: GRO Deposited Plan 14/ 1855 (surveyed in 1843)
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As a result of non payment of the mortgage by Hill, the section includ ing the six acres
mentioned but excludi.ng the Church land was foreclosed and conveyed to Captain John
Hart, a mariner, on 20 July 1843 for a sum of £9993 • Hart was then residing in
Middlesex, England. In 1846, he retired from the sea and settled in Adelaide 4 •
On 8 May 1850, the Land Section was transferred to a trust held by Hart and a group
of his friends 5 • The group was later known as the Port Land Company. The
shareholders in the company comprised of John Hart, Jacob Hagen, John Bentham
Neales, Robert Forsyth MacGeorge, Joseph Barrow Montefiore, Robert Stuckey,
Thomas H Williams, Gregory Seale Walters, Emanuel Solomon, William Paxton and
William Henry Clark (for brief notes on each shareholder, refer Appendix 2). Most of
these men continued to reside in South Australia and became notable colonial figures,
involved in politics, mining, commerce and other activities.
(The company name "Port Land Co" made its first appearance in 1877 when it was listed
in Boothby South Australian Directory of 18786 • The group had its headquarters in the
Morialta Chambers in Victoria Square.)
On 21 June 1850, Hart and Neales were appointed Trustees of the company and were
empowered to sell the land 7 • The first sub-d ivision of part Section 2112, the stretching
from the south of St Vincent Street to Dale Street north side (refer Fig 4) took place
in the same year and the allotments were sold at an auction on 13 October 18508 •
An initial search on land dispersion in the newly subd ivided block shows that a number
of the allotments along the two main thoroughfares, namely St Vincent Street and
Commercial Road, especially those located close to the junction of the two roads, were
quickly snapped up by buyers within the first three years of the subdivision. The
remainder of the allotments with frontages on Quebec, Cannon and Dale Streets, ie the
residential portion of the subdivision, were slower to follow. In fact by 1868, a number
of these "internal" allotments were still in the ownership of the Port Land Co. 9
In June 1856, the second subdivision of part of Section 2112 to the east of Commercial
Road took place (refer Fig
This was followed by the subdivision of the block of
land to the south of Dale Street ending at Leadenhall Street in August 1862 (refer Fig
6)11.

St.

Enrolm ent No. 54, Book 7, p 68 and Deposit No. 14/1855 (GRO)
Douglas Pike (cd) , A ustralian Dictionary of Bi ography 1851-90, Vol 4, (Melbourne Uni Press), p
355.
Enrolment No. 85, Book 9, p 111 (GRO)
(>

Boothby's SA Directory 1.878, p 242
Enrolment No. 92, Book 9, p 123 (GRO)
Reminiscence of A Saunders, Register 29 September 1927. Also Enrolment No. 12, Book 9, p 12.

9

10

u

Application Nos. 7006, 7007 and 9327 (GRO)
DP 57/1857 (G RO)
DP 167/ 1862 (G RO)
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FIG 4: ALLOTMENTS OFFERED FOR SALE AT AUCTION,
13 OCTOBER 1850 BY PORT LAND CO.
Source: GRO Enrolment No. 12, Book 9 (27 Nov 1850)
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------------------------------------------------------------------------FIG 5: SECOND SUBDIVISION OF SECTION 2112 BY
THE PORT LAND CO. IN JUNE 1856
Source: GRO Deposited Plan 57/1857
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The fourth subdivision of the block between Leadenhall and Sinclair Streets and eight
separate allotments on The Minories occurred in May 1865 12 •
The last subdivision of the remaining portion of land to the west of The Minories
occurred in 1875 13 • The plan of this subdivision provided the base plan for the
advertisement of land sale by auction by W Wadham & Company on 21 May 1875 and
17 October 1877 (refer Fig

7t.

All of Land Section 704, containing 80 acres, was granted to John Hart and Henry Kent
Hughes on 29 January 1855 15 • On 5 June 1855, the Port Land Company acted as agent
in the transfer of the entire land section to Richard Hicks who had already purchased
a number of the allotments in Section 2112 from the Port Land Co. 16
Over the next twenty or so years the Port Land Co sold the allotments of Section 2112
and the area was developed as Port Adelaide township.
The Port Land Co was probably dissolved in 1903, with its last recorded entry in the
South Australian Directory of 1904n.
Development of the Port Centre Area

2.3

The Port Centre is only a part of the overall Port Adelaide township. This survey does
not include the Heritage Area which has been treated separately and the southern
sections of the Port Adelaide area have been covered in the Greater Port Adelaide
Heritage Swvey. However, the centre itself has a specific identified boundary and this
section covers the general history of the development of that small area within the
township.
Consolidation of Settlement

2.3.1

Under the District Council Act of 1852, Port Adelaide was declared a corporate town
in 1855. Prior to the actual incorporation of the town, various meetings were held, many
of them in the early hotels, including Coppin's White Horse Cellars which were
constructed in 1850. After initial settlement, development had been along the waterfront
areas owned by the South Australian Company and Section 2112 behind was subdivided
by the Port Land Company and residences and business constructed there. During the
1850s buildings of one and two storeys, often in stone such as the British and other
hotels, churches, such as St Paul's and St Mary's, and also John Hart's large Mill
structure on the waterfront gave the early town a particularly solid pioneer character.
As the Port developed, the links between the Port and the city became more formalised
and the railway from the city was opened in 1856. This had been intended to be built
by private enterprise but became the first Government owned railway service in the
British colonies at the time. Li.nks between the suburban areas on Le Fevre Peninsula

12

13

1

~

15

16

17

DP 219/1865 (GRO)
GRG 59/47/97 (State Records)
Plan 123/1875 (GRO) and 1309 (?)
Application No. 12596 and DP 14/1855 (GRO)
Application No. 6204 (GRO)
Sands & McDougall SA Directory 1904, p 738.
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and the Port Centre itself were made easier in 1859 when the Port Bridge, a timber
structure was built across the Port River in the same location as the present Jervois
Bridge. Once the bridge had been constructed and the Semaphore Jetty completed as
a deep water anchorage in 1860 the coastal settlements of Semaphore and Le Fevre
Peninsula were linked more directly with the inner Port. With subdivision of Section
2112, many commercial and businesses were established along Commercial Road and
St Vincent Street underscoring the importance of the Port in the commercial activities
of the newly established colony. These expanded into more substantial concerns later,
during the 1860s and 70s.
The 1860s was a period of immense development and growth for Port Adelaide as
indeed for the State and the products of mining ventures, as well as agriculture
industries, such as wool and wheat were important exports for Port Adelaide at this
time. In 1860 the Customs House, Court House and Police Station were built at Port
Adelaide, giving a clear indication of the importance of the Port in the civic
consciousness of the state. These buildings are included within the State Heritage Area
and have an immense significance, architecturally and historically. In 1866 the Town
Hall was constructed on St Vincent Street underscoring the development of Port
Adelaide's municipal character and consolidation as a separate place.
A major flood in 1865 caused great damage in the area now known as the Port Centre.
High tides and strong winds forced the water level over the levy bank and caused a large
degree of flooding in areas drained by the upper Port River and Tam-0-Shanter Creek.
This highlighted the need for land reclamation and resulted in the ground level against
many buildings being raised. Comparison of photos taken at the time of completion of
building and current photographs confirms this, (eg the l.O.O.F. lodge in Dale Street).
In 1868 the Port Land Company made one of their allotments along St Vincent Street,
(allotment 101) available for the construction of the Port Adelaide Sailors Home. This
large and imposing building was opened in 1875 and could accommodate 40 men
comfortably but unfortunately it fell into disrepair and was eventually closed. It was
auctioned in August 1924, finally being demolished in 1932. This is one of many
significant private and public buildings which have been demolished over time in the
Port Centre itself, including early office buildings along North Parade associated with
the administration of the Port.
The 1870s was a period of consolidation of residential development in the Port centre,
particularly along Dale Street and the main cross streets. The stone houses at 56, 8892, 85 & 87 Dale Street are examples of the housing from the late 1860s and 1870s, built
or occupied by notable Port Adelaide residents such as Captain Hugh Quin, William
Thomas and Thomas Grose, who were flour millers. The commercial development
along the main roads included two storey shops and rows, typically with a shop below
and residence above. The Bower Buildings in St Vincent Street reflect this type of
development. Comparison of early photos shows the changing nature of the building
from the early period of settlement. Many early shops were constructed with single
storey verandahs which were replaced with two level verandahs later in the century. The
shops on the north east corner of the St Vincent Street/Commercial Road intersection
are a good example of these changes (see PH 4 and PH 28).
Other community facilities were provided during the 1870s. The Port Adelaide Institute
was finally established after earlier abortive starts and this provided a centre for
education and enlightenment of the popu lation. The Port Adelaide Working Man's
Association was form ed which was th e forerunner of the Watersid e Workers Fe deration.
Church es and lodges were bui lt also a cl ear indication of the range of socio-economic
groups within th e Port Ade laid e population at thi s tim e, re lating to the various
developments of th e municipality itself.
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The newspaper, The P011 Adelaide News was established in 1878 and published regularly
until 1897. The lithograph which was published in the Illustrated Adelaide News of May
1879 gives a clear indication of the extent of the settlement at this time, contained as
it was on three sides by the presence of water, either the Port Reach and wharf front
or the swampy drainage areas of the Tam-0-Shanter Creek to the south. This
lithograph illustrates the extent of the Port Land Company's subdivisions and the degree
to which land had been sold and the area built up at this time. It is also possible to
determine the general pattern of land use which had developed in the centre. The
problems created by the flooding and the swampiness of the land south of Section 2112
was solved during 1889 when the Port Canal was created and the land either side
reclaimed for the expansion of milling activities and the construction of the railway
embankment. Port Adelaide corporation had built wharfs along the Port Reach on land
which they had purchased from the Port Land Company during the 1870s, this made the
Port Reach and the Port Canal an important adjunct to the Port proper and early photos
show sailing ships right in amongst the milling buildings at the end of the canal.
In 1883, the telephone link between Adelaide and Port Adelaide was established. There
had been an early e lectric telegraph, from 1855, but the telephone connected the
business houses of the Port with the city much more effectively.
2.3.2

Early 20th Century Development

During the late 1890s and early 1900s the faci lities with in the Port Centre were
continually upgraded, electricity replaced gas street lighting in 1899 and the Nile Street
Power Station (now demolished) was constructed in 1907. New housing was undertaken
in the centre during the 1890s, mostly small in scale, timber framed houses with iron
cladding, during this depression period, however, these houses often replaced earlier
condemned structures. At the turn of the century also, the City of Port Adelaide was
created with the final amalgamation of all the several suburban Councils and the Port
Adelaide Council area was established.
Prosperity improved after the world wide depression of the 1890s and as Port Adelaide
continued to be the centre of export for wool and wheat and also the major Port for
imported goods for the state, the city continued to flourish into the early 20th century.
New industries were estab lished in the centre and the more traditional industries of
timber milling and flour milling continued during the period although one of the earliest
constructed mills, John Hart's Mill in Mundy Street ceased to function in 1903 and was
then used only for storage of wheat. H L Vosz Pty Ltd introduced paint manufacturing
to Port Adelaide in 1907 with the construction of the large factory in Lipson Street.
This was to become a major industry in the Port and many people were employed at the
paint works over the next 60 years as the company flourished and was taken over by
BALM Paints and then Dulux. Some of the larger non-industrial buildings of this time
were the picture theatres which Ozone Amusements Ltd built, particularly, the Port
Ozone Theatre which was opened in St Vincent Street in 1913. This new form of
entertainment was particularly successful in the pre and post World War I years,
resulting in many theatres being built in the district, few of which still function today.
The St Vincent Street Ozone Theatre was demolished in 1978.
Other changes during the early 20th century, which fall within the designated Port
Centre Area, were the upgrading of the wha rfs after the South Australian Harbours
Board was constituted. This Board was vested with control of Government and privately
owned wharfs and frontages and all Port engineering. This created a unified Port
Authority for the State a nd provided for the compulsory acquisition of privately owned
wharfs which had previously been owned by 17 differe nt enterprises. Some relics of
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timber pilings can be seen in the Old Port Reach near the railway bridge. These are
remnants of timber mill wharfs, but port facilities slowly shifted down stream making this
section of the river redundant. In the years 1930-36 an extra 4,700 feet of modern quay
frontage was constructed and wharf storage sheds at the water side were also built.
Wharf sheds 2 and 3 remain as important indicators of this period of pre-War maritime
activity.
With the build up to the Second World War, ship building and repairs were important
in Port Adelaide. As industry became more highly developed in the areas of Birkenhead
and Osborne, the Birkenhead Bridge was opened in 1940 and the Harbours Board
continued to improve wharfage facilities at the Port.
During the 1920s much of the housing in the Port Centre had became substandard and
with the Government's Thousand Homes scheme in 1924-26 some returned soldiers
relocated into newer houses in other suburbs. However, when the scheme was finalised
many people, in the Port Adelaide district particularly, were left living in substandard
housing. In the mid 1930s the South Australian Housing Trust was established to create
new low cost housing to replace earlier substandard dwellings. The construction of some
of the attached dwellings in Rosewater in 1937 and 1938 were the beginning of this
process. The Housing Trust has continued to be involved in housing in the Port Centre
and has reconstructed many early cottages, demolished others and rebuilt new residences
of similar scale.
There were however still large areas of the original swampy landscape around the
upstream areas of the Port River (Sections 1311 & 1128) and during the 1930s these
proved a problem as people dumped rubbish in this wasteland causing rat infestation.
These areas have only recently been reclaimed as sporting grounds and co nn ector roads.

2.3.3

Current Situation

After the Second World War the Harbours Board drew up its Greater Port Adelaide
plan which set out a formula for integrating the reconstruction of the 1930s into the
modernisation of the Port area over a 50 year period from 1950 onwards. There were
other proposals which influenced areas not specifically part of the Port proper. These
included the reclamation and development of the Gillman Indu strial Estate which had
started to be developed as New Kingston, the extension of reclamation and development
at the northern end of Le Fevre Peninsula which has now become North H aven, and
the reclamation of land between the J ervo is Bridge and Henley & Grange Council which
when reclaimed became West Lakes in the early 1970s.
The Port Centre itself has undergone major changes since 1975 when the Port Adelaide
Centre Joint Committee was established to oversee the redevelopment of central Port
Adelaide. Large areas of obviously substandard housing were cleared and new policies
introduced to relocate functio ns from early buildings to new buildings within the Port
Centre Area. Some of this has been extremely successful, othe r moves have left
significant heritage buildings without a function and subject to deterioration.

....---~---~----------~----,
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PH 9
c.1900

PH 11
c.1910

B5518
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FIG 9: ST VINCENT STREET IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY

Source: Port Centre Project
Photo Collection
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Significant Historic Themes Relat ing to the Port Centre Development

Research and documentation of the Port Centre Area in conjunction with reference to
the State Historic Presetvation Plan has resulted in the comp ilation of the following list
of significant historic themes relating to the development of the Port Centre Area.
Land and Sea
Original environment and swamp - shown by original street levels of buildings
Subdivision of land - Port Land Company
Buildings and structures reflecting age of settlement - early hotels
Work, Industry and Services
Buildings associated with shipping - warehouses, stores, wharf sheds
Significant industry - Flour mills, paint manufacturers, remnants of other
industries
Commercial activity - shops, warehouses, markets
Buildings associated with worker groups - Waterside Workers Hall
People and the Community
Range of housi ng within small area - single storey cottages, two storey stone
residences
Community services - churches, schools, banks, lodges
Buildings associated with significant individuals- such as John Hart, David Bower,
Hugh Quin
Note: An important historic theme, not covered within the State Historic Preservation
Plan, is that of the parallel development of Port Adelaide and the city. Many of the
Government facilities and commercial enterprises were of a size comparable with
Adelaide, sometimes established prior to the city enterprises and often better preserved.
These themes have been correlated with the criteria listed in the Development Act 1993.
A Deve lopment Plan may designate a place as a place of local heritage value if:
a)

it displays historical, economic or social themes that are of importance to
the local area; or

b)

it represents customs or ways of life that are characteristic of the local
area; or

c)

it has p layed an important part in the lives of loca l residents; or

d)

it displays aesthetic merit, design characteristics or construction techniques
of significance to the l.ocal area; or

e)

it is associated with a notable local personality or event; or

f)

it is a notable landmark in the area.
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3.0 PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PORT CENTRE
AREA
3.1

Evolution of Physical Character

The physical character of the Port Adelaide Area is the result of new colonists slowly
controlling the landscape of the place. The site of the first subdivision into Sections
2011 and 2112 was contained on three sides by water, the Gawler Reach and Port
Reach of the Port River, and the tidal waterway of Tam-0-Shanter Creek to the south.
The initial subdivision (refer Fig 2) shows an attempt to impose a regular rectangular
street pattern on this somewhat amorphous piece of land to the south of the South
Australian Company's Port Development. The location of St Paul's Church at what was
essentially the cross roads of the major streets of this prel iminary survey gave it the
prominence accorded to churches in European towns, in the central position within the
activities of the community. It could be seen as a symbol of the new settler's aim of
imposing order on the wilderness.
As the subdivision of the surveyed sections took place (as outlined in Sec 2.2) allotments
were created and land sold to investors and settlers, for the creation of the township.
The lithograph in the fllustrated Adelaide News of 1879 (refer Fig 8) gives a clear
indication of the degree of building which had taken place by then and the central
position, inhially, of the church in the development of the Port Centre. It was not until
the development of the railway passenger and goods services to the east that the focal
point of the town was altered and development skewed to this transportation link.
The expansion of waterside i.ndustries further downstream and upstream from the
original port also undermined the significance of the original, formal planned
subdivisions of the Port Land Company. With greater traffic from the City along Port
Road/Commercial Road to Port Adelaide this was consolidated as the main centre to
the Port. The creation of the Port Canal in 1889 a ll owed for the draining of the
Sections to the south of this area although they remained somewhat swampy and
undeveloped until recently.
Other recent changes in transportation have also affected this initial pattern of
subdivision. The most disruptive was the opening of the Birkenhead Bridge across the
Port River in 1950 which meant the approach to the church along Nel son Street became
a major traffic thoroughfare. Also more recent street closures particularly Church Street
and Leadenhall Street, and creation of large carparking areas for the new shopping
centres have altered the original rectilinear pattern. An initial impression that a visitor
would gain driving through the Port Centre currently is that carparking is an important
land use within the area.
The problems of the swampiness of the land is clearly indicated in early survey maps of
the siting of Port Adelaide and the city prior to the moving of the Port to its current
site in 1840. However, the process of creating a city out of the swamp land was fairly
quickly undertaken and by the 1870s the physical character of the Port was clearly
defined. The swampiness of the land resulted in large amounts of infill mainly using
soil, dredged from the river during the process of deepening the Port. Most buildings
within the Port Area are constructed on piles providing a footing into the more solid
strata below. Early systems of pile construction have lasted over time, although there
are som e stori es of very early buildings be ing less than stabl e. Eve n more recent
buildings such as th e Dulux Paint fa ctory constructed in 1949-50 were built on piles.
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Built Form

The Port Centre still retains a range of buildings which could be considered typical of
the historical development of the area. The Centre itself was d ivided fairly obviously
into zones of development brought about by proximity to waterfront locations or main
roads. Early aerial photographs indicate that the areas along the Port Reach and the
Port Canal were used by industries requiring large areas of land such as timber mills
and flour mills. The immediate Port waterfront area was occupied by large wharf sheds
and warehouses associated with maritime activities and waterside functions. The
properties fronting Commercial Road and St Vincent Street were and are still almost
entirely taken up with commercial properties including retail shops, hotels and
occasionally an early church. The internal blocks between The Minories and Church
Street were mostly occupied by residential development and this extended eastward
along Dale Street, whereas the blocks along Quebec Street, between Commercial Road
and Church Street were occupied by warehousing and storage buildings. These fairly
distinct zones developed clearly over time and analysis of the lithograph of 1879
indicates that this was the traditional pattern of land use .
The physical containment of the spread south of the Port Adelaide Centre has always
been limited by, in the first instance, Tam-0-Shanter Creek and then by the creation
of the Port Canal. Currently there are large areas of Port Adelaide which have been
redeveloped to meet present retail requirements and a comparison of the 1940s and
1970s aerial photograph shows where large warehouses have been cleared to allow for
the development of the Port Market area. The other major physical change to the
appearance of the Port Centre has been the reclamation of the Port Canal since 1979
and the creation of further shopping and administrative building areas including the new
Customs Hou se, and also the creation of a large formal garden area parallel with the
railway line towards the Port Reach. It is intended that further reclamation should be
carried on in this area.
From an historic viewpoint there are remnants of al.l of the major bui lding forms and
Janel use functions within the Port Centre although many of these are merely relics of
what were much more sign ificant forms of land use. There is for instance no longer any
large timber milling carried on within the Port Centre itself. These functions have been
removed over time and are now only found outside the Port Centre area. The once
important industry of flour milling is represented only by Weston Milling Co on
Leaclenhall Street and the relics of John Hart's Mill on Mundy Street, although
photographs up to the 1940s indicate the presence of large chimneys around the Port
Centre - all now demolished. All evidence of the English & Australia Copper Smelters
has been covered by the former Roll on-Roll off Ferry terminal.
Waterside activities are represented only now by the Wharf sheds 2 and 3 and the
Waterside Workers Hall in Nile Street. Industrial complexes such as the Dulux Paint
Works remain in phys ical form only, no longer functioning, although the buildings which
remain are significant elements in the industrial landscape of Port Adelaide. The
importance of residential land use is underscored by the very few original houses which
remain in the Port Centre although the few two storey houses in Dale Street are
representative only of what was a much more significant residential area, and single
houses such as Kembla House, 55 St Vincent Street and the residence at 13 Nile Street
are relics of this former use. There are small groups of cottages remaining and these
have been identified within the survey.
C hurch buildings remain within the Port Centre although many of these have been
converted to other uses or demolished. For instance the former Presbyterian Church
has been converted to a Sailmakers Loft and is part of Quins Complex on St Vin cent
Street.
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Early commercial activities are still well represented physically although many of the
significant retail stores, such as the former Crooks & Brooker's shop at 83 Commercial
Road, require maintenance and upgrading. The early verandahed character of
Commercial Road and St Vincent Street can be envisaged from what remains and
should be enhanced further as this is a significant element of the built form of Port
Adelaide.
Building materials in the Port Centre were traditionally forms of masonry, face stone or
rendered bricks, with timber verandahs. There is still some evidence of the use of
Victorian basalt as a wall material and this is an interesting and significant element of
the maritime function s of Port Adelaide. This stone was used as ballast for sailing ships
taking on wheat or wool in South Australia and was off loaded and used as a building
stone in the Port.
Where early buildings remain which are representative of the historical themes of
development of the Port Centre these have been assessed and recommended for
Heritage listing.

It is important that no further dearance or resubdivision, or amalgama tion of sites takes
place if the original character of the Port is to be retained. The physical representation
of the periods of development must be retained and other essential physical elements
such as the face stone, the existence of "vitrified building stone from Melbourne" (which
of course is the basalt wh ich was used as ballast from ships from Melbourne coming to
pick up wheat and wool from Port Adelaide) and any remaining post supported
verandahs which date from the early period of sett lement should be recognized as
important contributory e lements in the overall character of the Port Centre. All of
these physical elements must be carefully managed in an effort to retain some of the
original feeling of the early port outside of the State Heritage Area.
3.3

Summary of Heritage Character of Port Centre

The heritage character of the Port Centre as a whole derives from various elements:
The large number of early bu ildings, many of which have housed the same
continuous function s since the time of their construct ion.
The range and variety of building types wi thin the Port Centre area from the
humblest of residences through to the most complicated of industrial sites.
The close association of the Port Centre with waterfront activities of the Port
itself.
The close association of the Port Centre with the State He ritage Area, for which
it acts as a buffer zone and an approach area. It shou ld be noted th at the
boundary around the State Heritage Area is relatively arbitrary and the Port
Centre Area contains some buildings fronting the heritage area which are of
equal significance to buildings with in the Heritage Area.
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4.0 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1

Port Centre Area as a Whole

The heritage character of the Port Centre has been clearly defined in Section 3.3 of this
report.
It is recommended that any planning strategy which is developed for the Port Centre
Area should acknowledge the overall heritage character of the Port Centre in
determining policies for the area.

4.2

Subdivision Pattern

The historic physical layout of the Port Centre is based on early subdivision patterns
established by the Port Land Company during the 1850s.
It is recommended that early subdivision patterns should not be further obscured by
road closures or site amalgamation such as those required for parking areas, or large
areas of public housing, or parklands.

4.3

Recommendations for Heritage Listings

4.3.1

State Heritage Register
The following buildings are nominated for entry in the State Heritage Register:
Central Buildings, 70-74 Commercial Road
Uniting Church (former Congregational Church), 169 Commercial Road
H artrodt Building (former Duco Plant), 67 Lipson Street
Factory (former Dulux Paint Factory), 75 Lipson Street (south corner of
Godfrey Stree t)
Wharf Sheds 2 and 3, McLaren Parade
Watersid e Workers Federation Hall, 11 Nile Street
St Pauls Anglican Church, St Vincent Street
Any buildings entered in the State Heritage Register should have appropriate
Conservation Analysis undertaken prior to any new development being carried
out, to ensure the retention of the cultural significance of the building and to
estab lish parameters for appropriate development.

4.3.2

Local Heritage List
The following buildings are recommended for listing as places of local heritage
value in the Port Adelaide Development Plan:
Hou ses, 14, 16-18 Cannon Street
Kent Hotel, 45 Cannon Street
StJohn's Spiritual Church, 28 Cannon Street (cor Ship Street)
Shop (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse), 83 Commercial
Road
Shop (Port Printers), 85 Commercial Road
Shops, 87, 89, 91 Commercial. Road
Former Burton, Shorney & Co Store, 109-113 Commercial Road
Shops, 117-129 Commercial Road
Shops, 133, 135 Commercial Road
Shops, 80-82 Commercial Road
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Newmarket Hotel and Shops, 118-140 Commercial Road
Masonic Temple and Shops, 142-150 Commercial Road
Shop, 158-160 Commercial Road
Shop, 222 Commercial Road
House, 17 Dale Street
Houses, 19-21 Dale Street
Shop and Attached Dwelling, 35 Dale Street
Houses, 37, 39 Dale Street
Pair of houses, 85 Dale Street
House, 87 Dale Street
St Mary's Catholic Church and Hall, 95 Dale Street
Houses, 38, 40, 42 Dale Street
Women's Health Centre, 56 Dale Street
Largs Bay Printers, (former Salvation Army Hall), 84 Dale Street
Houses, 88, 90-92 Dale Street
Legacy Hall, (former IOOF Lodge), 94 Dale Street (cnr Marryatt Street)
Warehouse (Quins), 10 Kyle Place
Houses, 1, 3, 5-7 Leadenhall Street
Formby's Warehouse, 74 Leadenhall Street
Weston Milling and W Thomas & Co buildings, 66 Leadenhall Street
NYK-Burns Philp Shipping Pty Ltd (former H L Vosz Ltd Offices), 83
Lipson Street (cnr Butler Street)
Formby's Restaurant, (former Savings Bank of SA), 93 Lipson Street
McColl's Hardware Shop, 99 Lipson Street
Shop, 101 Lipson Street
Smith Motor Co (former Farm Machinery & Implement warehouse), 58
Lipson Street
Port Adelaide Medical Centre and adjacent building, 60 Marryatt Street
(incorporating the 1856 Presbyterian Church)
House, 21 The Minories
Houses, 20, 22, 24, 26 The Minories
Harts Mill & Adelaide Milling Company Complex, Mundy Street
House, l3 Nile Street
British Hotel, l3 North Parade
House, 4 Quebec Street
Houses, 5, 7 Quebec Street
Lass O'Gowrie Stables, off Ship Street
Row Houses, 25-31 Ship Street
Kembla House, 55 St Vincent Street
Quin's Sailmakers, (former Presbyterian Church), 77 St Vincent Street
Quin's Yachting Centre, 89 St Vincent Street
The Clubhouse Hotel, 8 St Vincent Street
Jaffer's Furniture Store, 32 St Vincent Street
Shops, 126-134 St Vincent Street
Shop, 136 St Vincent Street
The Golden Port Tavern and adjacent shops, 138-144 St Vincent Street
Bower Buildings, 150-166 St Vincent Street
A W B Building, 172 St Vincent Street
Shops, 212-220 St Vincent Street (cnr Commercial Road)
Shops, 226-232, 234 St Vincent Street
Note: Buildings which are recomm ended for Local Heritage listing are in varying stages
of repair and condition. Where the age a nd form is significant, it is recommended that
missing eleme nts should be reinstated to enhance the cultural significance of these
buildings. All early houses which re main should be retained to enabl e full interpretation
of the significant socia l theme of historic residential development. All ston e buildings
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should be retained, particularly those constructed with basalt.
4.4

Conservation Guidelines

Now that all of the Port Adelaide Local Government Area has been surveyed it is
recommended that Conservation Guidelines be drawn up relating to the Residential
Conservation Zones which have been established and heritage listed items that are
designated. Currently, guidelines relating to signs have been prepared and it is
recommended that residential conservation guidelines including fences, and commercial
conservation guidelines including recommendations for new development, be prepared.
4.5

The Heritage Advisory Service

With the opportunity to identify and schedule items of local heritage significance, the
onus is now on Council to ensure that appropriate advice is available to owners for
works on these buildings. It is recommended that the Port Adelaide Council extend
their commitment to the Heritage Advisery Service, both in policy and with funding to
ensure that the Heritage Advisery Service is able to cope with the greater demands
which will be placed upon it due to this increase in identification of local heritage.
4.6

Archaeological Sites

Port Adelaide Centre Area contains some significant sites of early industries and
buildings and waterside activities. Any sites identified should be recorded prior to any
new development being undertaken.
4.7

Coordination of Current Activities within the Centre

Currently work is go ing on within the Port Adelaide Centre under the auspices of the
Port Adelaide Centre Project on Main Street revitalisation and also the Gateways to
Port Adelaide Project. The recommendations of this H.eritage Survey should be
coordinated with the Main Street objectives and the proposals put forward in the
Gateways Project. This includes the issues of landscaping and street trees, the
recognition of the significance of the edge buildings to Commercial Road and St
Vincent Street and the retention of the verandahed character of these significant streets.
The issue of the development of the Wharf sheds will also need to be considered in the
light of their heritage significance.
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5.0

LIST OF BUILDINGS ASSESSED
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CURRENT STATUS
State Heritage
National Estate
Register
Regi ster

Recommendations

Cannon Street
45

Kent Hotel

local

14, 16, 18

Houses

local

28

StJohn's Spiritual Church

local

Commercial Road
Three storey shops
(fmr Crooks & Brooker Store)

local

85

Shop

local

87-91

Shops
(fmr Port T emperance Hotel)

local

Two storey comm ercial
building
(fmr Burton, Sho rncy & Co Store)

local

117-129

Row of sing le storey shops

local

133-135

Row of single storey shops

local

169

Uniting Church (fmr Port
Adelaide Congregational Church)

83

109-113

26

Nominated 1984
Recommended 1991
Deferred 1992

Removed fr. th e
Interim List

Stale

181-183

Former Dulux Paint Factory
(see 75 Li pson Street)

70-74

Central Buildings
(shops and Central H otel)

State

80-82

Row of two storey sho ps

local

118-140

Newmark et Hotel and shops

local

1.42-150

Masonic Temple and sho ps

Registered

Repo rted insufficient data
to evaluate

State (existing)

158-160

Two storey commercial build ing

local

222

Two storey shop

local

Dale Street
17

H ouse

local

19-21

Houses

local

35

Shop and att ached dwelling

local

37, 39

Houses

local

85

Two sto rey sto ne pair of ho uses

local
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State Heritage
Register

National Estate
Register

Recommendations

Dale Street (cont)
87

Two storey stone house

95

Catholic Church and Hall

local
Registered

Reportedinsufficient data
to evaluate

State (existing)

38-42

Houses

local

56

Wome n's H ealth Centre
(Fmr two storey stone house)

local

84

Largs Bay Printers
(Fmr Salvation Army Hall)

local

88-92

Houses

local

94

Legacy Hall
(Fmr I.O.O.F Hall)

local

Kyle Place
10

local

Stone warehouse (Quins)

Leadenhall Street
1, 3, 5-7

Houses

74

Formby's warehouse

66

Weston Milling &
W Thomas & Co wareho uses

local
local

Nominated 1982

local

Lipson Street
67

Hartdrot building
(Fmr Duco plant)

State

75

Former Dulux Paint Factory

State

79

Dulux Building

Registered

Registered

State (existing)

83

N.Y.K-Burns Philp
Shipping warehouse
(fmr Vosz Paint Offices and Factory) Registe red

Registe red

State (existing)

Formby's Restaurant
(fmr Savings Bank of SA)

Registered

State (existing)

93

Registered

99

McColl's Hardware Store

local

101

Ston e and brick shop

local

58

Smith Motors Body Repairs
(fmr farm machinery warehouse)

demolition ?

local

McLaren Parade
2, 3

Wharf sheds

State

Marryatt Street
69

Port Adel M edical Centre (inc 1856
Presbyte rian C hur ch) a nd adj acent
two storey building

27

local

PAGE

State Heritage
Register

National Estate
Register

Recommendations

The Minories
21

Stone house

local

20-26

Detached houses

local

Mundy Street
Harts Mill & Adelaide Milling
Company General Complex

Registered

State (existing)

Recommended 1990

State

Nile Street
11

13

Waterside Workers
Federation Hall

local

Stone house

North Parade
13

British Hotel

local

Nomina ted 1982

Quebec Street
4

House

local

5, 7

Houses

local

Ship Street
25-31

Lass O'G owri e stables

local

Row houses

local

St Vincent Street
55

Kembla House

Nominated 1.985

Reported insufficient data
to evaluate

local

77

Quin's Sailmakers (fmr
Congregatio nal Ch urch)

89

Quin's Yachting Centre

local

8

South Australia n C lu bhouse Hotel

local

32

J affer's Furniture Store

local

St Paul's Anglican C hurch

Demolition
approval
granted

Nominated 1982
Recommended 1992
Deferred 1992

28

State

126-1.34

Row of two storey shops

local

136

Two storey shop

local

1.38-1.44

Golden Port Tavern and shops

local

150-1.66

Bower Buildings

local

172

A W B Building

local

212-220

Shops ( cnr Commercial Road)

local

226-234

Shops (fmr Jones Bros)

local

A
3
p~

!(4
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KENT HOTEL
45 CANNON STREET

C.T: 5094/586 Section 2112/Lot 34
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
The Kent Hotel
constructed during the 1870s represents the provision of hotel facilities in Port Adelaide
during the period of population growth and consolidation.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this Hotel be designated as an item
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Histo rical - The site was originally occupied by two stone houses of 6 rooms each,
erected in 1873 for J T Russell 1• In 1876 they were converted to a "Hotel Bar 11 rooms,
etc"2
Architectural - The Kent Hotel has been significantly altered over time and the external
appearance of the hotel dates from the 1930s. The verandah has recently been rebuilt.

Assn Book, Vol 16, 1874 (Allotment 131)
J L Hoad, Hotels & Publicans in South A ustralia 1836- 1984, p 318
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HOUSES
14, 16-18 CANNON STREET

C.T:

4111/831 Section 2112/Lot 72
5068/141 Section 2112/Lot 72

HERITAGE LISTINGS:

nn

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent residential development in the Port Centre on allotme nts first subdivided by
the Port Land Company duri ng the 1850s and sold in the 1860s. Although constructed
later they retain original subdivision arrangements.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage valu e for Port Ade laide in the Development Plan.

Porrr
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STJOHN'S SPIRITUAL CHURCH
28 CANNON STREET, cnr SHIP STREET

C.T: 1425/105 Section 2112/Lot 44
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This former gymnasium
is typical of simple structures built for public use in Port Adelaide. The use of basalt
as a construction material is indicative of the early shipping activities of the Port.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This church was originally built as a gymnasium by Leach, a butcher.
Architectural - It is of simple, almost primitive construction; rough hewn stonework,
cement rendered window surrounds and a galvanised roof. Its simplicity of form and
exposed basalt stone work make it an interesting structure in the residential area of Port
Adelaide. It forms a group with the 1880s shop on the Dale Street corner of Ship
Street.

Porrr
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SHOP (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse)
83 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 1170/197 Section 2112/ Lot 2
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: Thi s la ndmark three
storey shop a nd wa rehouse, established in 1878 by the notabl e impo rting and retail firm
of Crooks and Brooke r is associa ted closely with the development of commercial
enterprise in both Port Ade laide and Adelaide and it is representative of the parallel
development of both centres of popul ation.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be d esignate d as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in th e Developme nt Plan.
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SHOP (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse)
83 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical- 81/83 Commercial Road was originally built for Crooks, Burton & Co (later
Crooks and Brooker) as a furniture showroom cum warehouse in 1878 1• Crooks, Burton
& Co were hardware and general furnishing merchants and began trading in St Vincent
Street, Port Adelaide in April 1876. In 1878 the firm became Crooks and Brooker and
a two storey store, stretching from Commercial Road through to Hart Street was
constructed.

Crooks and Brooker also constructed an elaborate three storey store facing Lipson
Street which was opened in March, 1885. This was destroyed by fire on 19 December
of the same year.
Crooks and Brooker had large stores in Adelaide, at the corner of Rundle Street and
Stephens Place 2• They later moved across Rundle Street (in 1914) and traded as Crooks
& Brooker until well into the 1920s3 • They continued to trade at the Commercial Road
store and warehouse until 191Y The following year the premises were taken over by
Ezywalkin Shoe Company which in the sa me year opened two other stores on Rundle
Street and Port Road, Hindmarsh5 • It is highly probable tha t the Port Adelaide shop
was the manufacturing outlet for the Company as subsequent South Australian
Directories listed the presence of a resident bootmaker (later shoe repairer) until the
1950s.
Over the years, the Company expanded to include another store on Gouger Street in
1922 and another on Unley Roa d, Unl ey in 19336 • Th ere were also country branches
in Port Pirie, Mt Gambi e r, Peterborough a nd Port Lin coln.
81/83 Commercial Roa d ceased to be listed as the company's Registe red Office in 1949
but it continued to be part of the Ezywalkin group of stores until the 1970s7•
Architectural - T he former Crooks and Brooker shop and wa rehouse was originally a
two storey structure and its initial form can be seen in a 1897 e arly photograph (PH 27).
The third storey was adde d in 19088 with the expansion of the firm9 • In early photograph

Assessment Book, Vol 23, 1879 (No. 175 East ward )
Burgess H.T. C:l'Clop edia of South A ustralia , Vol 2 (1909) p 242
R efer MLSA photographs B1860, B2261, B2607.
Sands and McD ougall SA Directory 1913, p 69
Sands & McDougall SA Directory 1914, p 69
6

Sands & McDougall SA D irecto ry 1923, p 910 and 1934, p 1056
South Australian Directory 1950, p 999

8

Assessment Book, Vol 70, 1909 (No. 686 East ward)
Burgess, op cit
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SHOP (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse)
83 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
(PH 4) dated 1911, the name of Crooks & Brooker is prominent in the Commercial
Road streetscape. The delicate framing of the second storey shop front would indicate
an iron framed warehouse wall constructed to provide ample south light to the upper
floor.
The functional construction of the building is obvious from the rear with bands of
windows to both upper floors. The two storey verandah survived through the 1950s
(refer PH 28, 29, 30) as part of Ezywalkin shop but was demolished in 1977. This
verandah was part of the original two storey structure 10 • The ground floor shop front has
been altered but the upper floors are intact.

10

Plan C277 (ML.'lA)
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SHOP (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse)
83 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS
Refer PH 4, PH 28, PH 29, PH 30. Also refer PH 42 for rear of building in 1901.

PH 30- Building in use as Ezywalkin 's f actory and main outlet c. 1930

PH 2 9 - Building in use as Ezywalkin 's factory and m ain outlet c.l930
Po rrr
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SHOP (former Crooks & Brooker Shop and Warehouse)
83 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

The 1885 Lipson Street store, destroyed by fire.
Source: Port Adelaide I 25th Anniversary Souvenir Brochure.

Current view of rear of 81-83 Commercial Road in H a rt Street
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SHOP (Port Printers)
85 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 1775/ 183 Section 2112/Lot 2
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This small shop is part
of an early row of retail premises dating from the boom period of the 1870s, and is
representative of commercial development of Port Adelaide.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this shop be designated as a place of
local heritage va lu e for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical -No. 85 was erected in 1877 for Samuel Blackney, a grocer 1• Constructed of
brick and stone, originally with iron or slate roof, it once had a verandah and a balcony
accord ing to the 1880 and 1886 plans2 and early photographs.
Architectural -This small shop retains its original form and scale, despite changes to its
verandah.

Assessment Book, Vol 22, 1878 (No. 177 East Ward)
Port Adelaide Block Plans (C100) and (C277)
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SHOPS
87, 89, 91 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

4131/221 Section 2112/Lot 2
3060/140 Section 2112/Lot 2

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A extremely important
remnant of a once consistent historic frontage to Commercial Road, this row contains
the former 1879 Temperance Hotel (No. 91). The later section of the frontage was
constructed to formalize the Commercial Road presentation. lt is representative of the
theme of commercial development of Port Adelaide and the provision of public facilities
for visitors and local residents.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this row of shops be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

Potrr
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SHOPS
87, 89, 91 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The earliest portion of this building, No. 91, dates back to 1865 when John
Hannay established a blacksmith, wheelwright and coach building business on the
premises 1• In 1879 a substantial stone and brick house of 12 rooms was built on the
adjoining site of No. 89 (middle portionY. In the early 1880s its use was described as
a restaurant and by 1886 it had been given the name Temperance HoteP. The hotel was
operated by the Hannay famill . The original hotel had a verandah and balcony which
is visible in an early photograph (PH 33) dated 1908-09.
The site presently occupied by the far left portion of the building, No. 87 was originally
occupied by a Crooks & Brooker iron store up to and possibly later than 1930.
It is believed that the Hannay coach building business may have focused on the
upholstery of coaches in the 1890s. The business ceased to operate in 1915 for reasons
unknown 5 •

Architectural -This row of shops was built in stages and retains a continuous first floor
facade. Nos 87 and 89 were constructed to continue the design and detailing of the
earlier section (at No. 91) across the front of Crooks & Brookers corrugated iron store,
the roof ridge of which is still visible behind the parapet. The retention of the early
signwriting to No. 91 - "J H Hannay's Port Temperance Hotel" - indicates the original
secti.on of the building and the varying treatment other shopfronts further emphasises
this. Early photos PH 29 and 30 in 1930 show the configuration of the streetscape at
that time. The prominent chimneys have been removed.

Portonian, Vol 16, No. 2, June 1988, p 10
Assessment Book, Vol 2, 1880 (No. 180 East Ward)
Plans C100 and C277 (MLSA)
Portonian, Vol 16, op cit
Portonian, op cit
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SHOPS
87, 89, 91 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

Crooks & Brooker
warehouse

Hannays Port
Temperance Hotel
(1879)

Coach Building
works (1865)

PH 33 - showing original section of row of buildings in 1908-9
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FORMER BURTON, SHORNEY & CO STORE
109-113 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

3699/184 Section 2112/Lot 5
4201/2 Section 2112/Lot 4

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This row of shops,
constructed in 1882 is a large corner building which, despite some later alterations, is
a very important reminder of the early commercial character of the Port, and its
expansion and consolidation during the 1880s. It continues the retail function of
Commercial Road.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide under the South Australian Development Plan.
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FORMER BURTON, SHORNEY & CO STORE
109-113 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - Built in 1882 for a well-known Port Adelaide firm of general ironmongers,
Burton, Shorney & Co 1• The original Burton & Shorney store consisted of the two right
bays (see early photo). It was later extended to the north, incorporating the former
Jones Bros Commercial Road furniture showroom which had been erected in 18852 •
(Refer PH 41). The firm became the sole concern of Edward G Shorney after about
1890. This firm was one of several significant furnishing and hardware merchants which
flourished in Port Adelaide until the rise of the major department stores in the city.
Architectural - The form of Shorney's original premises is illustrated in the Cyclopedia3
and the current rear view highlights the two sections of the building. The original face
bluestone facade has been rendered to the Commercial Road section but the stone work
is painted on the Butler Street wall and rear wall.
The original verandah structure remains with chamfered and routed columns and simple
pitched verandah roof which has unfortunately been reclad and the roof restructured to
take modern cladding and guttering. Verandah bracket detailing against the building
remains and there is evidence that there were originally timber brackets attached to
each of the verandah posts (see early photo). No early shopfronts survive although the
well deta iled pilaster divisions remain between 111-113. Recladcling of the roof of this
verandah, reinstating verandah bracket details and a new paint scheme for this building
would make it is a landma rk building in Commercial Road. An early cast street sign
t.
(Butler Stree survives to the end verandah

Current rear view of premises

Assessment Book, Vol 27, 1883 (Easl Ward, No. 173)
Assessment Book, Vol 30, 1886 (Easl Ward, No. 201)
H T Burgess, Cyclopedia of South awtralia, Vol 2 (1909), p 242
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FORMER BURTON, SHORNEY & CO STORE
109-113 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

-·-···_......

,_,..-

Ph off) f1y T . .ll c(huu1.
MR.

E. G.

SHORNEY'S PREMISES, COMMERCIAL ROAD,

PORT ADELAIDE,

Source: Cyclopedia of South Australia, Vol 2, p 242

....

:

Detail from PH 29 (c.l950) showing (now missing)
parapet detail after shops amalgamated
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SHOPS
117-129, COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

117 - 5080/388 Section 2112/Lot 1
123 - 5121/990 Section 2112/Lot 3

119-121- 1262/17 Sectio n 2112/Lot 2
125-129 - 4339/379 Section 2112/Lot 4 & 5

H ERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This row of single storey
shops with elaborate parapet treatment and continuous verandah, is an extremely
important element within Co mmercial Road and one of the best examples in the Port
Centre of a row of 1920s shopfrontages. T hey represent the continuation of commercial
expansion in Port Adelaide in the early twentieth century.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these single storey shops be designated
as a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Architectural - 117-129: This row of shop frontages, whilst not constructed all to the
same design or construction date are an important continuous example of this period of
shopfro ntage. No. 123 retains an original shopfront with maroon tile and nickel plated
shop fittings. Nos. 125, 127 a nd 129 also retain good original shopfronts with tiled
stallboa rds, metal shop fittings and patterned entry tiles. All these shopfronts would
respond well to the stripping of pai nt to the metal fittings and polishing of these fittings.
No. 123 retains its origi nal verandah structure, particularly the brackets against the face
of the building. The repainting of these frontages provid e a good indication of how
continuous shops can be upgraded and improved with good use of colour. Retention of
these buildings and their ongoing maintenance is recommend ed.
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SHOPS
133, 135 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

1243/122 Section 2112/Lot 8
1247/3 Section 21 12/Lot 7

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This row of single storey
shops with elaborate parapet treatment and cont inuous verandah, is an extremely
important element within Commercial Road and one of the best examples in the Port
Centre of a row of 1920s sh opfrontages. They represent the continuation of commerci al
expansion in Port Adelaide in the early twentieth century.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these single storey shops be designated
as places of local heritage valu e for Port Adelaide in the D evelopment Plan.

ANALYSIS:
These buildings retain typical parapet treatment from the 1920s and the reconstructed
verandah to this frontage continues the verandah treatment of adjacent single storey
buildings. In their own right, these shops have little significance but as an adjunct and
a continu ation of single storey shops they are important. The repainting of these
frontages provide a good indication of how continuous shops can be upgraded and
improved with good use of colour. Rete nti on of these buildings and their ongoing
maintenance is recommended.
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UNITING CHURCH (former Congregational Church)
169 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 1243/51 Section 2112/Lot 77 to 80
HERITAGE LISTINGS: State Heritage Register - listing deferred 1992.
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: The Uniting Church, constructed in 1868, is an
imposing landmark along Commercial Road and represents the growth of Port Adelaide
during the 1860s and 70s (in parallel with the city). Architecturally, it is an important
work of James MacGeorge, a notable South Australian architect, and displays many
striking stylistic details from the Gothic Revival.
RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history and exemplifying the
importance of the Congregational faith during the settlement of the Port Adelaide
Area.
d)

is an excellent example of an 1860s Church of the Gothic Revival design as
interpreted by a notab le colonial architect, James MacGeorge.

e)

demonstrates a high degree of aesthetic accomplishment in the manner in which
Gothic Revival details have been used within the Church structure at such an
early stage in South Au stralia's ecclesiastical development.

f)

it is a landmark building in Port Adelaide and a significant element of the
Commercial Road landscape.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommend ed that the Uniting Church (former
Congregational Church) be ente red in th e Sta te Heritage Regi ster.
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UNITING CHURCH (former Congregational Church)
169 COMMERCIAL ROAD ( cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical -This church was constructed during 1867 and 1868 for the Congregationalists
in Port Adelaide. The architect was James MacGeorge, who had been practising in
South Australia since 1854, and was responsible for several other churches in Adelaide
including the Wakefield Street Presbyterian Church and Maugham Methodist Church
in Franklin Street (since demolished).

The Congregationalists bought a large block of land along Commercial Road from the
Port Land Company (near Dunn & Sons new Mill) in 1866, after the church they had
built on the corner of St Vincent Street and Lipson Street burnt down in April of that
year. Following MacGeorge's design, Mr Frank Reynolds built the church during 18678. The foundation stone was laid on 16 July 1867 and the church opened on 13
December 1868. The cost was reported to be a total of £6,000. Newspaper articles of
both occasions indicated the social importance of the building and its imposing nature.
Approximately 2,600 people attended service throughout the opening day - the building
could seat up to 800 peopl.e, utilising the large gallery.
The Church became the focus of the Congregational communjty worship from its
opening and was headed by significant Ministers over time. The Reverend Matthew
Henry Hodge, was the first minister of the Congregationalists in Port Adelaide and
began work there in 1849, continuing until 1877. He was involved in the construction
of three of the buildings used by the church.
The Reverend Joseph Coles Kirby was the third pastor from 1880-1908. An extremely
active and forceful man, he developed the various agencies of the church including the
Young Christians Union and the Young Mens Christian Society and the Sund ay School
at thi s church. He was closely involved in the movement for Women's Suffrage and
other areas of education and became a leader in the social reform movement of South
Australia, bringing about the closure of about one third of Port Adelaide's hotels and
arranging for Sunday closing and the abolition of bar maids. He was also involved in
prison reform and Aboriginal welfare and in 1916 he was largely responsible for bringing
about 6.00pm closing throughout South Australia. Pastors who followed Kirby continued
the expansion of the church both physically and spiritually, and other branches were
started in Semaphore and surrounding suburbs.
This building became the focus for the new Uniting Church in 1976, combining the
congregations of the Presbyterians, Methodist and the Congregationalists in Port
Adelaide. It continues as the main Uniting Church for the district today.
Architectural - The building was constructed of Dry Creek sandstone, with plain and

moulded brick dressings. Externa l embellishment included spandrels pointed with dark
blue mortar and brick work in the arches painted red and black alternate ly, creating
obviously a colourfu l effect. The eaves of th e roof were supported hy "a cornice of blue
and red bricks arranged in a very ornamental manner".
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UNITING CHURCH (former Congregational Church)
169 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)

An account in the Register of 7 December 1868 reports:
"From the Port, a good broadside view of the Church is obtained, and
being 135ft long x 65ft high it is a prominent feature in the blue. Its high
gables, ornamented roof and pointed windows give it an extremely pleasing
contour which is, if possible heightened on nearer inspection when the
gabled roof mouldings and ornamental work become more apparent.
When the entire plan is completed by the addition of a tower and spire
which is an ultimate idea, nothing will be left to be desired. The style of
architecture forms a composition of novel and quite original design with
great variety of outline. Its exterior is relieved by many erections and the
roof is broken into numerous gables and an octagonal attic all embellished
with open pressed tiling, belted slates, disposed in diamonds and dormer
ventilated. The principal front which faces the Port Road is approached
by a broad flight of steps and the entrance is protected by an elegant
porch of three arches over which in the high gable is a handsome window
of rose form."
This is indicative of the landmark quality the building has had from the time when it
was first built. Unfortunately, the plans for tower and spire have not been carried out.
This Register report goes on to describe the interior of the church in great detail, much
of which has been altered over time.
The slate roof has been replaced by corrugated iron and some of the highly decorative
paint work has faded over time, but essentially the church remains intact. There is a
small brick parish office located behind the Church, off Charlotten Street. The Church
retains a 1920s Hume strapped iron fence on the Charlotten Street alignment.

Sources:

South Australian Register, 16 July 1867
South Australian Register, 17 July 1867
South Australian Register, 7 December 1868
South Australian Register, 14 December 1868
Jubilee History of the C hurch, 1899
Berry, Polomka, et a!, Uniting Church in Port Adelaid e, Consetvation Plan, June 1984.
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UNITING CHURCH (former Congregational Church)
169 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)

Site Record

Church - Uniting Church (former Congregational Church)
169 Commercial Road
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

169 Commercial Road, Port Adelaide (corner Charlotten
Street)

Description

Two storeyed stone church with basement, office to north

Boundary

Church to Commercial Road and office facing Charlotten
Street

Land Description

CT 1243/51
Lot 77-80, Section 2112

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

Uniting Church in Australia Property Trust
33 Pirie Street
ADELAIDE SA 5000

Use

Church and office

Condition

Generally sound

Other Assessments

State Heritage Branch Assessment, File No. 11189

Heritage Status

Listing Deferred 1992
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UNITING CHURCH (former Congregational Church)
169 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
181-163 COMMERCIAL ROAD

Refer Assessment - 75 LIPSON STREET

Pmu
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET

C.T: 4244/439 Section 2112/Lot 64
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: The earliest section of Central Buildings, first
constructed in 1850-51 as the White Horse Ce llars Inn by George Coppin represents the
early period of development of Port Adelaide. Its associations with Coppin, one of the
major figures in the development of live theatre in Adelaide and Port Adelaide makes
it particularly significant. It is located at the most important intersection in Port
Adelaide.

RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
importance of e nterta inment in the early years of colonial settlement of Port
Adelaide and the development of the commercial centre of the area after
subd ivision by the Port Land Company.
g)

has special association with the life and work of George Coppin who was one of
the major figures in the development of life theatre in the 1850s in Adelaide
and Port Adelaide.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the Central Buildings, particularly those
areas identified as part of Coppins White Horse Ce ll ars Inn, be e nte red in the State
Heritage Registe r.
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The White Horse Cellars Inn was constmcted by George Coppin on the
corner of Commercial Road and St Vincent Street and was one of the earliest buildings
serving a public function. It included a large theatre, large meeting rooms and was
believed to be the site for preliminary public meetings to discuss the possible
incorporation of the town of Port Adelaide. It was constructed by George Coppin, a
Jewish actor and publican who was deeply involved in the development of theatre in
Adelaide and was in partnership with John Lazar to construct the new Queens Theatre
in the city during 1846-1848.
Coppin had arrived from Melbourne with his wife Maria in 18461• Apart from his
interest in the theatre, Coppin also took an interest in hotel-keep ing. In 1847, he was
granted the Licensee of the Auction Mart Tavern (later the Royal Exchange Hotel) in
Hindley Street and in subsequent years his interests expanded to include horse racing
and breeding and copper mining speculations 2•
By 1850, his entrepreneurial skills had paid off, he was on the way to becoming a
wealthy man and his immediate concern was the expansion of his business activities more specifically the building of a second hotel at Port Adelaide and "since the distance
to the city was too far for comfortable travel, another theatre or place of amusement at
Port Adelaide"3 • The hotel and theatre were to be built on a llotment 64 of Section
2112, at the corner of St Vincent Street and Commercial Road, on land sold by the
Port Land Company to Coppin in 1850~.
On 27 July 1850, te nde rs were called for by William Weir (an Adelaide architect) for
"the erection of an hotel, theatre and other buildings (including stab les and outbuildings)
at Port Adelaide"5.
According to Bagot, the opening night for the hotel was on St Patrick's Day (17 March)
18516 • The theatre had reached completion by the middle of June. On 16 June 1851,
Coppin published in the Register the opening programme for the fo rthcoming week for
the new Port Theatre 7 • In the same newspaper, Weir as the superintending architect
certified publicly to the safety of the new theatre structure in its a bility to "accommodate
any number of visitors"8 •
Alec Bagot, Copin the Great (Melbourne University Press, 1965), p 114
ibid, pp 124-127
ibid, p 135

Indenture dated 24 Nov 1.851, Application No. 1646 (GRO)
South Australian Register, 27 July 1850, p 1
0

Bagot, op cit, p 140
Solllh Australian Register, 16 June 1851, p 1
ibid
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
Coppin also constructed the hotel at Semaphore which was a wooden building, erected
in 1851. Coppin intended to construct a semaphore signal station on the hotel to
announce by this system the arrival of ships off the anchorage for the benefit of the
White Horse Cellars in Port Adelaide9 •
The White Horse Cellars Inn was described in the 1863 Assessment Book as being
under the ownership of George Coppin and the lessee at that time was William
Knapman. The building was listed as an Inn and Theatre. By 1868 William Knapman
had purchased the building and had two tenants in the building as well as himself. The
building was described as the "White Horse Cellar Inn: two bar theatre, two bar
parlours, fourteen rooms, two kitchens, two cellars, larder, lumber room, one shop brewery, stables and yard". During the 1870s Knapman continued to run the hotel,
which by 1872 was called the White Horse Hotel and the shops and brewery were leased
out to others. For a brief period from 1877-1879, the hotel was known as the Family
Hotel and then in 1879 until 1884 the name was changed to the Black Diamond Hotel.
The present Central Hotel to the south of the former Inn on Commercial Road and the
western section of the St Vincent Street frontage were erected in 1884 10 • The new
section on St Vincent Street became the hotel and other sections of the building were
converted to commercial retail premises. During the 1900s the occupation of the
building by such concerns as Webb's Ideal Boot Store and McKelvie & Tonks
Tobacconist and Hairdressers indicates the typical retail functions 11 •
Architectural - The original 1850s appearance of the White Horse Cellars Inn, is visible
in the 1852 engraving and by about 1870 a two level verandah had been constructed.
Comparison of current street level with the 1870s illustration of the building would
indicate that the ground floor height has been reduced by about one to one and a half
metres. The building during the first years of this century had an e legant return
verandah supported on verandah posts with arched open spandrels and it had lost the
upper structure of the verandah (Refer PH 11, 31). The earlier multi-paned windows
had been replaced by french doors and then at a later date, probably during the 1930s
the current panels in front of the doors creating the appearance of casement windows
were installed. The upper part of the building has been rendered, removing all evidence
of early quoining and stone work, the post supported verandah has been replaced by a
suspended awning with cables attached to the face of the upper storey of the building.
There are some 1920s shopfronts retained, but on the whole the origina l detailing of the
building has been obliterated at ground level. However, the overall form of the
structure is indicative of the 1870s appearance of this early building despite the missing
chimneys. The rear of the building gives an indication of the early age of a large part
of the structure. Internal inspection required.
Environmental - this building occupies a significant corner site in the Port and requires
upgrading and conservation for it to exhibit its significant character.

9

10

11

Trotman, Back to Semaphore, 1930, p 5
Port Adelaide Assessment Books, passim
Re fer Directories and early photographs
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
PHOTOGRAPHS

Current rear view - Marryatt Street
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)

Site Record
Shops and Office - Former Whitehorse Inn and Theatre
70-74 Commercial Road
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

70-74 Commercial Road (corner St Vincent Street)

Description

Three storey shops and offices with attached hotel

Boundary

Building built to street alignment facing Commercial Road,
St Vincent Street and Marryatt Street

Land Description

Lot 64, Section 2112
CT 4244/439

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

Mr Nicola Pipicella
G len Acres Stud
ONE TREE HILL SA 5114

Use

Hotel a nd unoccupied shops and offices

Condition

Poor

Other Assessments

Nil

Heritage Status

None
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

WHITE HORSE CELLAR INN, PORT ADELAIDE.

Engraving of building in Goodhugh 's SA Almanac, 1852, p 28c

WHITE HORSE CELLARS, PORT ADELAIDE,
Built for George Coppin in 1850.

Photograph c.1870 of Coppins building extracted from Back to Semaphore,
J E Trotman, 1930, p 2
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 6 - c.J880

B10741 - 1874-76?
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 11- 1909

PH 31 - c.19JO (n. d)
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CENTRAL BUILDINGS
70-74 COMMERCIAL ROAD, cnr ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

P H 5 - 1920

B25237 - 1907

Pmrr
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SHOPS
80-82 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

80 - 4335/964 Section 2112/Lot 62
82 - 2722/27 Section 2112/Lot 62

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This small pair of shops
retains its verandah from the 1920s and is the only remaining unchanged element from
this period of development in this section of Commercial Road.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Architectural- This shop, perhaps constructed in the late 1880s is unique for its unusual
first floor verandah. This is clearly visible in an early photo dated c.1926 (PH 5). The
cast iron balustrade, half timbe r gable end and finial, and original rendered pediment
survive intact. The ground floor verandah is in reasonabl e condition.
Unfortunately, a recent fire damaged one of the retail tenanci es. Any reconstruction
should reinstate the ve randah structure, and its original detailing. Early photographs
indicate the detailing which has been removed over time.
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SHOPS
80-82 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 5 - 1920 view of Central Buildings showing the
original appearance of the shops in this group

1950s photo, taken prior to Shaw's upgrading
(adjacent to 80-82 Commercial Road) (Shaw family records)
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NEW MARKET HOTEL AND SHOPS
118-140 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T:

118 - 4327/330
120-134 - 4394/451
136-140 -

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This long frontage of
continuous two storey stone buildings was constructed in 1879, as a market of shops.
It reflects the prosperous commercial period of the 1880s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the New Market Hotel and shops be
designated as a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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NEW MARKET HOTEL AND SHOPS
118-140 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The building was erected by the Port Adelaide Market Co in 1879 and
consisted of a series of shops, stalls and offices along Comme rcial Road and Marrayatt
Street at the rear 1• The prernises were largely occupied by small businesses such as a
butcher, bootmaker, plumber a nd a printing office among others 2• The official opening
took place on 20/11 / 1879 and was reported in the Port Adelaide News. Mr Joachimi
was the architect and Mr J Kellet and Mr Corey from Port Adelaide were the
contractors.

The hotel was originally constructed as a cafeteria, and obtained its first license m
March 1890.
The proposal to establish a hotel at the corner of Commercial Road and Dale Street
was put forward as early as 1880. It had 17 rooms3 •
Architectural -This long run of two storey stone shops with corner hotel is an important
a rchitectura l element in Commercial Road, and Dale Street. The current verandah is
a reconstruction as the original verandah was demolished during the early 1970s.

The architect fo r the ca refully detailed structure was Joachimi, who also designe d,
among other buildings, Ochiltree House, East Terra ce, Adelaide.
No e arly photographs have been sighted, so it is presum ed tha t it was the origin al
carriageway to Dale Street th at has been infille d.

Assessment Book, Vol 24, 1880 (Centre Ward, No. 287-289)
Assessment Book, Vol 25, 1881 (Centre Ward, No. 284-288)
Assessment Book, Vol 25, 1889 (Centre Ward, No. 298)
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MASONIC TEMPLE AND SHOPS
142-150 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 2498/134 Section 2 112/Lot 154
HERITAGE LISTINGS: State He rit age R egister

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: T hi s Maso nic L odge,
constructed in 1928, is re presentative of the expansion of Freemasonry is Sou th
Australia between 1911 a nd 1930. It is a n excell ent example of the Egyptian R evival
style of archi tecture in South Austra lia.

RECOMMENDATION: Th is building was en te red in th e Sta te H eritage R egister in
1982.
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MASONIC TEMPLE AND SHOPS
142-150 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Extract from State Heritage Branch Assessment: 1982
The Freemasonry Movement, which manifested itself in South Australia from 1884
onwards, underwent an expansionary phase between 1914-1930. Between 1914-1924, 35
new lodges were established and membership throughout South Australia doubled.
Reasons for the expansion can possibly be found in the effects of the First World War,
namely the need to continue the comradeship experienced in the trenches and to
establish mutual support between trades and crafts people. Following 1924, a period of
prosperity occurred for 6 years, evidenced by 32 more lodges being established. It was
towards the end of the period that the Masonic Lodge at Port Adelaide was erected, in
1928. The advent of the lodge can thus be linked to a State-wide phenomenon and
reflects the appeal that the tenets of the Freemasonry movement held for the male
population. From an examination of art icles appearing in the Freemasonry Journal of
the time, these can be summarised as a belief in the universal brotherhood of man
(Asiatic races excepted) mysticism and mild misogyny expressed in jingoistic phrases.
The former meeting chambers at Port Adelaide situated in the Old Masonic Hall,
opposite the Port Adelaide railway station proved inadequate during the 1920s and a
new temple scheme was launched, with the initial five thousand pounds raised by public
donation, and the remaining ten thousand pounds borrowed. The construction of the
building occurred during hard times for the Port Adelaide community. Unemployment
within South Australia was the highest in the country in 1928, wi.th Port Adelaide having
the highest unemployment figures in the State. Therefore the raising of five thousand
pounds by public subscription to part finance the building at a time of economic
depression and severe unemployment testifies the degree of support by lodge members
in the Port Adelaide vicinity. Described by a speaker at a Lodge meeting of June 1928
as "a fine edifice and its achievement was fitting tribute to what could be done by unity
of purpose". The Masonic Lodge was bui.lt by Wpl. Bro. E. Colgate as contractor, after
a total of 11 tenders for its construction had been submitted. The intention was to
"provide increased accommodation and comfort, an ideal situation, convenience of
approach, absolute appearance, solid and beautiful, and in design, Egyptian". (SA
Freemasons Journal, 1928, p76)
The first regular meeting of the Adelaide Lodge No. 2 in the new Temple at Port
Adelaide took place on Tuesday evening, Oct 16, 1928. A month earli er Port Adelaide
had witnessed a full pitched battle between police and strikers when voluntary labour
had been brought in to break a strike, resulting in arrests and imprisonment. No doubt
the visiting speaker had this in mind when he "trusted that as a result of cooperation at
Port Adelaide the brethren of the local lodges would have greater influence on the
welfare of the Port Adelaide community".
Since its erection the building has been used for lodge events and shops facing
Commercial Road let by th e owners.
Sources:
Port Adelaide Historical Society Portonian "The Port in the Great Depression", Feb 1973, p 9-11.
The Board of General Purposes A Hist01y of Craft Masomy in SA 1884-19.
The SA Freemasons Jo urnal - iss ues for 1928.
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SHOP
158-160 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 5107/520 Section 2112/Lot 2
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This is a prominent two
storey commercial building on the corner of Leadenhall Street. It was constructed in
c.1900 and is an important contributory element representing commercial development
in Port Adelaide.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - The 1910 block plan of this sectio n of Port Adelaide indicates that at that
time this brick building contained 3 shops on the ground floor, including a hairdressers
and dining rooms, with a dwelling above.
Architectural - The two storey shop building is a typical form of commercial structure
in Commercial Road. This example is reasonably intact apart from the demolition of
its two level verandah and balcony (probably during the 1970s). As noted by the Port
Adelaide H eritage Adviser simple maintenance, repainting and the reconstruction of a
single level verandah would reinstate the bu ildings prominence in the streetscape (refer
attached advice sheet) .
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SHOP
158-160 COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
Building Improvement Recommendations as outlined by the Port Adelaide Heritage
Adviser (June 1993)

J

1
1

~A

l--..

i.'

RECOMMENDED COLOUR SCHEME: (Wattyl Colours)
1.

Deep Ind ian Reel

2.

New Cream - wall colour

3.

Drab

Verandah colours - refer details page
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SHOP
222 COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 2479/69 Section 2112/ Lot 2
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A substantial two storey

brick shop with rendered first floor and e laborate parapet treatment, this building was
constructed post 1910. It is indicative of the expansion of commercial enterprise along
Commercial Road during the 1920s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This two storey shop was constructed on allotments previously used as

Harrison and Co's Bag Store in 1910. Harrison's were millers in Port Adelaide and this
area between Leadenhall Street and the Port Canal was occupied by them and other
milling firms'. It marked the end of intense land use associated with Port Adelaide
proper. With the decline in flour milling at the Port this land was further subdivided
and used for commercial and residential functions.
Architectural- The side wall of this shop indicates its date of construction, with concrete

lintels set into brick walling. The front elevation is surmounted by a simple rendered
parapet echoing the three bays of the frontage. This retains some of the original shop
detailing including stallboard entry tiles but generally the shopfront is not in good
condition. This shopfront wou ld respond extremely well to a new colour scheme and
carefu l repaints and upgrading of the ve randah.

1

Port Adelaide Block Plan 1910 (C211)
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HOUSE
17 DALE STREET

C.T: 17 - 995/112 Section 2112/Lot 54
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT C RITERIA:
This small house
represents residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided by
the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1870s. Ths house
represents the period of prosperity during the early 1920s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this group of houses be designated as
a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - 17 Dale Street was built sometime between 1923 and 1925 for a Mrs Mary
Fitzpatrick. The prem ises had previous ly been occup ied by an early 4-room wooden
house and 2-room shop, both of which were demolished in 1914 1•
Architectural - This house is an example of a small residence, the basic form of which
changes little over time except for minor advances in bui lding techniques and methods
of const ru ction.

1

Assessment Book, Vol 82, 1915 (WesL Ward)
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HOUSES
19-21 DALE STREET

C.T: 19, 21 - 2068/181 Section 2112/Lot 55
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This small house
represents residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided by
the Port Land Company during the 1850s an sold during the 1870s. These houses
represents the period of prosperity during the early 1870s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this group of houses be designated as
a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - 19/21 are one of two pairs of attached dwellings built for William Quin in
1875. The original dwelling is of brick construction with 3 rooms eacht. Two other
pairs of dwellings of similar construction and size were built on adjacent land for David
Peate in the same year.
Architectural - These cottages are examp les of small residences, the basic form of which
changes little over time except for minor advances in building techniques and methods
of construction.

1

Assessment Book, Vol 20, 1876 (West Ward, Nos 202-205)
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SHOP AND ATI'ACHED DWELLING
35 DALE STREET

C.T: 1717/25 Section 2112/ Lot 61
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This shop constructed in
1886, is an important rare example of the once common loca l corner shop within a
residential area, characteristic of the period prior to the advent of motor transport.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this corner shop and attached dwelling
be designated as a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development
Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This co rner shop and attached dwelling was built for Thomas Parry on a
vacant allotment in 1886 1• The corne r store was originally a butcher shop 2• This shop
was an important part of the residential area which focused on Dale Street as it
provided local shopping within walking distance of people's homes. There are few
examples left of such buildings in the area, as their function has been superseded by
shopping centres reached by car.
Architectural - The external elements of this corner shop are all intact although it has
been converted to a residence. The shop windows, stallboards, shop door, verandah
roof and parapet are in original condition. The attached residence has had 1920s brick
verandah columns constructed, replacing the original timber posts. The attached
corrugated iron fence retains its "Rosella" si gn indicating that the shop also served as a
local grocery at some stage.

Assessment Book, Vol 31, 1887 (West Ward, No. 107)
Sands & McDougall South Australian Directory 1887, p ?
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HOUSES
37, 39 DALE STREET

C.T:

37 - 4127/845 Section 2112/Lot 62
39 - 5105/161 Section 2112/Lot 63

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent early residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1870s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recomme nded that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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PAIR OF HOUSES
85 DALE STREET

---

-_.-...~:4

... ~.;'. ,..
.....

C.T: 159/15 1 Section 2112/Lot 91
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This two storeyed pair of
residences was constructed in 1875 a nd is representative of the substantial housing
typical of D ale Street at this time. It is a n important illustration of the theme of
residential development in the Port Centre.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this hou se be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Developme nt Pl an.
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PAIR OF HOUSES
85 DALE STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This pair of attached dwellings was built in 1875 for William Thomas and
Thomas Grose 1• Each house originally consisted of 5 rooms 2• This was later extended
to 8 rooms each by 18853 •
Dale Street was once the most fashionable residential area in Port Adelaide when for
a time in the 1870s and "Gay Nineties" it "rivalled the Semaphore Esplanade in
elegance"4 •
Thomas Grose and William Thomas were boyhood school friends who later became
business partners of the Port Adelaide Mill, William Thomas & Co, named after the
first names of the two men 5 •
Architectural - The form and materials of this pair of residences is a typical South
Australian design. There are not now many intact examples and this building is an
excellent representation of the type. It has recently been upgraded but the overall form,
materials and detailing (particularly the first floor cantilevered verandah with cast iron)
remains intact.

Assessme nt Book, Vol 20, 1876 (Centre Ward, 214/5)
Assessme nt Book, Vol 24, 1880 (Centre Ward, 192/193)
Assessme nt Bo ok, Vol 29, 1885 (Centre Ward, 133/134)
Chris Halls, Port Adelaide Sketchbook (Ribgy 1972), p 20
Elizabeth Davis, F lo ur Milling in South A ustralia - A History (The Millers Prod uce Co of SA 1988),
p 38
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HOUSE
87 DALE STREET

............................

C.T:

____ ~
~

-.

1861/181 Section 2112/Lot 91
1916/194 Section 2112/Lot 92

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This two storey residence
was constructed in 1867-9 and is representative of the substantial housing typical of Dale
Street at this time. It is an important illustration of the theme of residential
development in the Port Centre.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this house be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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HOUSE
87 DALE STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The original structure of this building if it still exists was built in 1867 and
occupied by Joseph Stone 1 • It had 4 rooms - another storey was added in 1869. The
house of brick and stone construction then had 11 rooms and stabling and yard2 • Soon
after it was rented out by Stone as two separate apartments of 6 and 4 rooms
respectively and kitchen.
In 1890, one of the apartments was used as a school, an "establishment for young ladies"
run by a Mrs Anna Sweetapple.
Dale Street was once considered the most fashionable residential area in Port Adelaide,
rivalling the Semaphore Esplanade in elegance in the 1870s and "Gay Nineties" 4 •
Besides being a popular residential area for prominent Port Adelaide citizens su ch as
Dr Percy Bollen, Sidney Malin (Land Agent) and W Thomas and W Grose (Mill
owners), it was also popular with schools (eg the R C Church of the Immaculate
Conception) and boarding houses which catered largely for "seamen, visiting merchants,
and itinerant salesman"5 •
Architectural- This house retains its 1860s form although it must have had its two level
verandah removed at some stage. The front wall is constructed of random sandstone
with flush face brick quoining and door and window surrounds. It also retains early
outbuildings to the rear.

Assessment Book, Vol 6, 1868 (Centre Ward)
Assessment Book, Vol 8, 1870 (Centre Ward, No. 201)
Assessment Book, Vol 35, 1890 (Centre Ward, No. 1.84) also Chris Halls, Port Adelaide Sketchbook
(Rigby 1972), p 20
Halls, ibid
5

Halls, ibid
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STMARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH AND HALL
95 DALE STREET

C.T: 645/62 Section 2112/Lot 94
HERITAGE LISTINGS: State Heritage Register

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: The Church/ Hall complex
is of State and national significance as the site of one of the ear li est schools in Australia
operated by the Sisters of St Joseph, which a rose as a result of a very early scheme of
Catholic education devised by the Revere nd Julian Tenison Woods, well known SA
priest, scientist and educator. It has also been since 1855, a nd con tinues to be, the
nucleus of the parish at Port Adelaide, where it is associated with one of the earliest
large Catholic communities in South Australi a. The origina l church (and possibly also
the additions) was designed by G S Kingston.

RECOMMENDATION:
R egister in 1984.

The Church and Hall were entered m the State Heritage
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STMARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH AND HALL
95 DALE STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Extract from State Heritage Branch Assessment (May 1984)
The debate over State support of private schools in Australia has never ended, but in
1851, the State of South Australia was in a special position regarding private education
associated with religious denominations. The newly constituted Legislative Council had
abolished State aid to Churches and Church Schools for the first time in Australia, a
move which hit the Catholic Church particularly hard. Catholicism in South Australia,
associated with the working classes and particularly with the Irish section of them, was
relatively poor, and its community as far flung as the labouring and mining families
who comprised its base. Catholic Bishop Geoghegan continued to agitate for such a
subsidy as was provided in New South Wales and Victoria, but at the same time
encouraged Catholics to set up their own education structure.
As secretary to the Bishop in 1867, the clashing priest, scientist and horseman, the
Reverend Julian Tenison Woods, proposed a scheme consisting of a Director-General,
a Central Council and local Boards of Management, each to control a separate school.
Dr Sheil, then Bishop, adopted the system in its entirety and made Woods first DirectorGeneral in the Diocese of Adelaide, answerab le to the Bishop.
Mary MacKillop, whom Woods had encouraged into teaching at Penola, had become the
founder of the In stitute of the Sisters of Saint Joseph at hi s instigation in 1866. As
historian O 'Grady writes (1975, p53) "To Father Woods the credit must go for
conceiving the idea for a local community of teaching nuns for the poorer children of
South Australia, but had his views been given full and complete authority there is no
doubt whatsoever that the Institute would have floundered soon after it began. It was
Mary MacKillop (sic) who saw it through". Though the Rules for the Institute as laid
down by Woods were unrealistically harsh (the Sisterhood lived in extreme poverty to
achieve the most efficient use of resources in the Church's education activities) and
though Woods' educational scheme still got into great financial difficulties, almost
leading to the destruction of the Institute, Mary MacKillop, on her own initiative, rebuilt
it. For this work, which resulted in a sisterhood of over 3,700 members in 289 convents
throughout Australia by 1981, Mary MacKillop, has been afforded the highest honour
in the Roman Catholic Church; her Cause for Canonization was formally introduced in
Rome in 1973 with the possibility of her becoming Australia's first saint.
The Local School Boa rd of Port Adelaide, set up in the same year Woods' scheme came
into being (1867) was probably one of the first three Boards set up by him. The nucleus
of the Port Adelaide parish was the Church of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception,
known simply as St Mary's. lts Dale Street site was purchased by Bishop Murphy in
1855, leading to th e official constitution of the parish in that year.
The Church, built by Charles Farr to the design of George Strickland Kingston, was
opened on the fifteenth of August, 1858, and a report in the Obsetver on the twenty first
stated: "The superstructure is party Glen Osmond stone and partly vitrified building
stone from Melbourne. Exteriorly the edifice is very pleasing and makes a beautiful
a ddition to the architectural appearance of the Port". At the time it must have been
considered to be on a grand sca le though now a rather humble building, for in 1858 Port
Adelaide's resident population was about 800 and St Mary's accommodated some 600!
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STMARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH AND HALL
95 DALE STREET (cont)

A diocesan report by Bishop Geoghegan, 1863-4, Adelaide, states "Mission Port Adelaide,
7 miles from the City and Salisbury, 10 miles from the City. These two Missions are
approachable by railways, have each a stone Church, and are attended by the city
Clergy".
By 1867 the Church still had no resident priest and was attended from West Terrace
mainly by Father Woods. He encouraged the Sisters of St Joseph to establish schools
in the Port area, which they did in 1869, opening one in the newly erected St Mary's
Hall, next to the Church, and one at Queenstown. The Port Adelaide School had 130
children, Queenstown 85, and these schools made up half of those run by the Sisters in
the "Metropolitan Area". The St Mary's school would have begun even sooner had it
not been for the additions to St Mary's Church of a sacristy, chancel and organ gallery
etc (Southern Cross 20.7.1868, p 167 and 20.10.1868, p 211 ). At about this time a
presbytery was also purchased nearby and the Rev Father Nowlan became resident
priest; the Southern Cross described the Port as "an important Mission" (ibid).
Disagreements in the congregation over education led to a court case in which Father
Nowlan was involved; as a result of this, money was raised to pay legal fees with "the
balance to be appropriated for building a school house". (Southern Cross 20.3.1869, p
286). A description of the schoolroom (now St Mary's Hall) in the Southern Cross of
25.10.1869, when it had just been comp leted notes "A nove lty has been introduced in the
structure by mean s of hollow brick walls, and the advantages to be gained from this are
lightness of building where th e foundation rests on soft ground, prevention of damp and
heat, etc" (p384 ). Architects were Wright, Woods and Hamilton.
In 1871, with the temporary excommunication of Mary MacKillop, the school was closed,
but by 1877 it had opened again and continued to operate in the charge of the Sisters
of St J oseph until 1965.

Sources
The Obse1ver, 21.8.1858, p 3f.
A diocesan reporL by Bishop Geoghegan, 1863-4, Adelaide (copy held at Catholic Church Archives, 91 West
T errace, Adelaide).
The South em Cross and Catholic Herald: 1868-1869 (all issues) re ferred to in repo rt above as South em Cross.
F Byrne: Hist01y of the Catholic Church in Sowlz Amtralia "Visitation of Districts and Churches by
Archdeacon Russell, Vicar-General from Sept 29th 1869" (Adelaide 1914).
The Morrison index to Th e Southern Gross and Catholic Herald
(Above 2 items held at Cath olic Church Archives, 91 West T errace, Ade laide).
Jow n al of the Royal A ustralian Historical Society: March 1975, pp 41-56
The Southern Cross Newspaper: pp 7- 10; 14.7.1983
W Modystack: Mmy MacKillop, A Woman Before Her Tim e (Adelaide 1.982)
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STMARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH AND HALL
95 DALE STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 21: An early view of Dale Street with StMary's Church and Hall on
tlze right hand side (no date given)
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HOUSES
38, 40, 42 DALE STREET

C.T:

38 - 2344/166 Section 2112/Lot 109
40 - 4122/854 Section 2112/Lot 108
42 - 653/179 Section 2112/Lot 107

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

These small houses
represent early residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1870s. These houses
date from the 1890s.
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Architectural - This small group of houses is indicative of a commo n housing type in the

Port, timber framed housing clad in light weight metal sheet - usually corrugated iron
to side walls with imitation stone cladding to the front wall. These houses usually date
from post 1890 and were often constructed, as a cheap alternative to masonry
residences, on land which had been cleared with the demolition of deteriorated early
dwellings.
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WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTRE
56 DALE STREET

C.T: 4351 /72 Section 2112/Lot 170
HERITAGE LISTINGS: ni.l

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This two storeyed stone
house, first built in 1868 and extended in 1880, is representative of the substantial
housing typical of D ale Street at the time. It is associated with notable Port Adelaide
resident Captain Hugh Quin.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this former house be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

Potrr
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WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTRE
56 DALE STREET ( cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This stone house, originally of 5 rooms, was built for Hugh Quin in 1868 1•

It was extended to 8 rooms in 18802•
Captain Hugh Quin was a pioneer colonist who settled in the area in 1837. A wellknown personality in the Port, he was a pilot and harbour-master for a number of years
until 18823 •
Dale Street was once considered the most fashionable residential area in Port Adelaide,
rivalling the Semaphore Esplanade in elegance in the 1870s and "Gay Nineties"4 •
Besides being a popular residential area for prominent Port Adelaide citizens such as
Dr Percy Bollen, Sidney Malin (Land Agent) and W Thomas and W Goose (Mill
owners), it was also popular with schools ( eg the R C Church of the Immaculate
Conception) and boarding houses which catered largely for "seamen, visiting merchants,
and itinerant salesman"5 •
Architectural- This house, despite its traditional overall form is not symmetrical around

a central entrance. This is because it was first built in 1868 and then extended in 1880.
The original verandah was removed during the 1960s and has recently been rebuilt. The
building retains face stonework and painted brick quoins to the front elevation.

Assessment Book, Vol 7, 1868 (West Ward)
Assessment Book, Vol 25, 1881 (West Ward, No. 246)

Obse1ver, 2 May 1892, p2
Halls, ibid
Halls, ibid
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LARGS BAY PRINTER (former Salvation Army Hall)
84 DALE STREET

CT: 989/172 Section 2112/Lot 158
HERITAGE LISTINGS: Ni l

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: The Salvation Army Hall,
constructed in 1913 is a physical representation of the activities of the Salvation Army
in Port Adelaide which began in November 1882 and at that time was the third Corps
in the Commonwealth (after Adelaide City). The Salvation Army Hall is evidence of
the social theme of the development of various forms of relig ion in the Port and has
played an important part in the lives of local residen ts. It also reinforces the duality of
the development of Port Adelaide and the City as the major population centres of the
State.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the former Salvation Army Hall be
designated as a place of local heritage valu e for Port Ade laide in the Development Plan.
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LARGS BAY PRINTER (former Salvation Army Hall)
84 DALE STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - The Salvation Army established its third corps in Australia at Port Adelaide
which was opened on November 17, 1882 by Captain and Mrs Thomas Sutherland.
Sutherland had been appointed by William Booth, the founder of the Salvation Army,
to be the first Corps Officer in Australia. The Port Adelaide Salvation Army Corps was
initially housed in what had previously been a Presbyterian Church in Maryatt Street.
The Salvation Army moved again to another hall which had been McCauley's Bag
Factory and in 1911 the Corps set to work to raise money for their own hall, which was
opened on March 1, 1913. The opening of the hall was conducted by Lieutenant
Colonel Cain and the hall was described as "an ornament to the town and in every way
fitted for Salvation War".

The cottage which had stood on the Dale Street frontage was moved to the rear of the
block and renovated and improved and a new hall constructed to street alignment on
Dale Street. In 1913 the commanding officers in Port Adelaide were Adjutant and Mrs
Wyatt. 1932 was the Golden Jubilee for the Port Adelaide Corp and 300 people
attended a tea followed by a program of entertainment given by 200 young people from
Semaphore, Bowden and Port Adelaide. A report of the closing of the hall in 1979 lists
a large number of the re markable conversions which took place in the Corp during its
time of operation at Port Adelaide. The Salvation Army Corp at Port Adelaide suffered
from the growth of suburb an areas of Greater Port Adelaide and over time the soldier
strength decreased and Port Adelaide became an outpost of the Semaphore Corps. In
1979 the hall at Port Adelaide was closed but it was noted then that new buildings were
being constmcted in other areas.
Architectural - The Salva tion Army Hall at Port Ad elaide which was opened in 1913
was built to a design which, with minor variations, was used as the format for Salvation
Army Halls during the Edwa rdian period. Salvation Army archives indicate that similar
designs were used at Sydney Road, Moreland, Victoria and David Terrace, Kilkenny,
South Australia. The form of the hall was a simple rectangular open area with a gallery
and speakers platform at the opposite end to the main entrance. The utilitarian form
of interior of the building befitted the nature of the religiou s ceremonies which were
undertaken by the Salvation Army a nd a formula based on member numbers was used
to determine the amount of funds expended.

Early photos of the Salvation Army Hall indicate that it was constructed originally in
unpainted brick with rende r detail, large timber doors and multi-paned round headed
windows. Externally, the simp le gable ended form is highlighted by projecting finials
which divide the front e levation into three bays with a central entrance flanked by
windows. The building is currently painted white and occupied by a printing firm
although all original detailing is retained except for the replacement of the solid timber
doors with glazed panelling. Small variations in the detail of the front elevation allowed
each of the halls constructed to the standard design, to retain some individuality, but the
overall dimensioning and proportions and layout were the same wherever this design
was constructed.
Sources:

Salvation Army T e rritorial Headqu arters H e ritage Centre
Th e War Cly, 29 Ma rch 1913, p3
The War Cly, L2 May, 1979, p8
Drawings of C itadels a t Sydney R oad, Morela nd, Victori a a nd D avid T errace Kilke nny,
South Austra lia
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LARGS BAY PRINTER (former Salvation Army Hall)
84 DALE STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS
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LARGS BAY PRINTER (former Salvation Army Hall)
84 DALE STREET (cont)
EARLY DRAWINGS
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LARGS BAY PRINTER (former Salvation Army Hall)
84 DALE STREET (cont)
EARLY DRAWINGS
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HOUSES
88, 90-92 DALE STREET

C.T:

88 - 2384/45 Section 2112/Lot 157
90 - 4206/511 Section 2112/Lot 156
92 - 4081/920 Section 2112/Lot 156

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This group of residences
was constructed in the 1870s and .is representative of the substantia l housing typical of
Dale Street at thi s time. It is an important illustration of the theme of residential
development in the Port Centre.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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HOUSES
88, 90-92 DALE STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical 88 Dale Street: The whole of allotment 157 on which 88 Dale Street is partly sited was
originally granted to John Hill in 1841 and purchased by Philip Hains of Port Adelaide
in 1866 1•

The portion along the western boundary was developed first. A three room brick
cottage later converted into a shop stood on the site as early as 18742•
In 1878, 88 Dale Street, a substantial stone house of 7 rooms, was built next to the shop
along the eastern boundary. The house was the private residence of Philip Hains, a
Port Adelaide stevedore merchant and hotelier4 • It remained in the possession of the
Hains family until 1901. The use of the house appears to have remained unchanged
over the years.
No calls for tenders were registered for the erection of the dwelling.
90-92 Dale Street: This pair of dwellings was originally owned by the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows Manchester Unity which also owned the adjacent hall at the
corner of Marryat and Dale Streets5 •

On 18 February 1875, tenders were called for the erection of the pair of dwelling houses
by William Beattie, a Port Adelaide architect6 • Little is known about Beattie except that
he was also responsible for the design of a number of other cottages along Dale Street
and shops along St Vincent Street and Commercial Road 7 •
Upon completion, the dwellings were leased by the IOOF Manchester Unity to a
number of individuals over the years. The Society retained ownership of the dwellings
until 19438 •
This group of dwellings would have been typical of the sort of residences along Dale
Street at that time. Dale Street is one of the first roads to be developed in the Port
Adelaide area. By the 1870s and "Gay Nineties" it was considered a fashionable
residential area - rivalling the Semaphore Esplanade in elegance. It was a street
CT 87/13 (LTO)
Assessment Book Vol 19 - 1875, Assess No. 256 (Centre Ward).
Assessment Book, Vol 23 - 1879, Assess No. 236 (Centre Ward)
Biographical Index
1986), p 642.
5

o[ South

Australians 1836-1855, Vol II (SA Genealogy & Heraldry Society Inc,

CT 208/124 (LTO)
Register, 18 February 1875, p2

Example, see Register, 24 July 1875, p 7
CT 208/124 (LTO)
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HOUSES
88, 90-92 DALE STREET (cont)
favoured by prominent Port Adelaide residents such as Dr Percy Bollen; Sidney Malin,
a well-known estate agent and William Thomas, owner of one of the mills in nearby
Leadenhall Streee.
It was also popular with boarding houses which catered largely for seamen, vtsttmg
merchants and itinerant salesmen. For a number of years in the 1880s and 1890s, 90
Dale Street was one of those boarding houses 10 •

Chris Halls, Port Adelaide Sketchbook (Adelaide: Rigby Ltd), 1972, p 20
10

Sands and McDougall SA Directory 1887-1898.
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LEGACY HALL (former IOOF Lodge)
94 DALE STREET (cnr MARRYATT STREET)

C.T: 2048/146 Section 2112/Lot 155
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

This former lodge
building was constructed by the Independent Oddfellows Victorian Lodge in 1866. It
is representative of the range of community organisations established in Port Adelaide
at this stage of consolidation of settlement. It also clearly indicates the rise of ground
level in the Port Centre area.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:

RECOMMENDATION: lt is recommended that this hall be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

Porn
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LEGACY HALL (former IOOF Lodge)
94 DALE STREET, cnr MARRYATI STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This hall was origina lly built for the Independent Order of Odd Fellows in

18661 • The use of the formal classical style of architecture for the building is indicative
of the seriousness of the venture. During the 1860s and 1870s Port Adelaide expanded
and developed into a fully fledged town with many community organizations such as the
Institute, churches and lodges this being constructed to serve a growing population.
Architectural - This is an important mid-Victorian Classical Revival building with

typically interlocking temple front detailing to its main elevation. Unfortunately the face
stone and brick work have been painted reducing the architectural effect of the classical
elements articulating the front facade.

PH 20: Photograph not dated but probably soon after construction in 1866 note ground level compared to current level

I

Assessment Books Vol 4/ 1866 (Centre Wa rd)
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WAREHOUSE (QUINS)
10 KYLE PLACE

C.T: 1952/43 Section 2112/Part Lot 20 GPO 57/57
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This warehouse,
constructed in c.1880 is associated with the firm of Crooks & Brooker and is indicative
of the development of commercial retail trade and its physical needs, such as storage
sheds. The use of Victorian basalt relates the building to early sh ipping activities.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the stone warehouse be designated as
a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This building is a former Crooks & Brooker bulkstore (a hardware and
general furnishing business) and was possibly built in 1882/3. [twas part of the Crooks
& Brooker shop and showroom complex which st retch ed from Lipson Street to Hart
Street (now Kyle Pl ace)'.
Architectural - A warehouse constructed from Victorian basalt, used by sailing ships as
ballast off loaded in Port Adelaide, prior to loading with grain from South Australia.
A small number of buildings in Port Adelaide have been partly or wholly constructed
in this imported stone.
This warehouse has a deep basement clearly visible from street level.

1

Port Adelaide Block Plan 1880 (ClOO), 1886 (C277) and 1910 (C211)
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HOUSES
1, 3, S-7 LEADENHALL STREET

C.T:

1 - 834/31 Section 2112/Lot 84
3- 4111/358 Section 2112/Lot 85
5 - 2404/105 Section 2112/Lot 86
7 - 2404/104 Section 2112/Lot 87

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent early residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1870s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place

of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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FORMBY'S WAREHOUSE
74 LEADENHALL STREET

C.T: 498/149 Section 2112/Lot 213
HERITAGE LISTINGS: Nominated 1982

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This stone warehouse was
constructed in 1865 for William Formby and is an important early warehouse indicative
of the scale of milling industry in early Port Adelaide.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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FORMBY'S WAREHOUSE
74 LEADENHALL STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical- This warehouse was erected on allotment 222 in 1865 for William Formbi.
In 1867 substantial additions were made to it, including a ce1Iar, stabling and land
increasing its assessed value to twice its original value2• The store la ter became part of
the Harrison & Co. complex of wheat and flour stores3 •
Harrison's Mill near the corner of Leadenhall Stree t and Commercial Road was built
about 1868 but was partially burnt down in 18884 • The ruin was taken over by W
Thomas & Co new mill complex on adjacent allotments. This milling concern was later
incorporated in the Weston Milling Co.

Architectural - This warehouse, built in 1865, is constructed of bluestone. The squat
arches facing Leadenha ll Street have been infilled with stone a nd galva nised iron. The
interior is a maze of 1 foot diameter red gum posts supporting a strong timber
mezzanine floor. It is an interesting example of early ware house construction.
Internally, the origina l roof structure has been removed and the roof restructured with
more modern steel trusses. T he most significant part of this building is its thick exterior
stone walls and general external configuration.
The ston ework has bee n recently painted to link it with other W eston Milling Co
buildings.

Assessment Book, Vol 4, 1866 (Asst No. 50), Centre Ward
2

Assessme nt Book, Vol 6, 1868 (Asst No. 283), Centre Ward
Plan C211, 1910 (MLSA)
Chris Halls, Port Adcl:-tidc Sketchbook ( Rigby 1972), p34
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WESTON MILLING AND W THOMAS & CO BUILDINGS
66 LEADENHALL STREET

C.T:

1666/72 Sectio n 2112/Lot 212
498/149 Section 2112/ Lot 213, 2 14

2384/44 Section 2112/Lot 157

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These mill buildings are
representative of one of Port Adelaide's early and continuing industries, flour milling.
They reinforce the original use of this industrial area adjacent to the former Port Can al.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these buildings be designated as a
place of loca l heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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WESTON MILLING AND W THOMAS & CO BUILDINGS
66 LEADENHALL STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - In 1878 two close friends, William Thomas and Thomas Grose commenced
a milling business in Port Adelaide 1• William Thomas had for a time worked for the
John Dunn Mill in Port Adelaide and was later promoted to the position of manager of
the mill. Thomas Grose who was a blacksmith by trade, found employment in an
engineering firm 2 • The mill which was named after the first names of the partners,
William Thomas & Co, was erected in 1879 and completed the following year.
It remained in the ownership of Thomas & Co. until 1963 when it was purchased by
George Weston Foods. Although the original store remains in use, the milling process
is primarily carried out in two other buildings of a later date - 1920s and 1950s4 •

Architectural - These mill warehouses reinforce the use of this area of Port Adelaide,
adjacent to the former Port Canal, as primarily a flour milling district. The Weston
Milling building contains large timber posts and beams from the 1920s, although the
western wall has been reclad in modern metal cladding. The W Thomas & Co building
is an important now painted red brick ware house building wh ich contributes to the
general warehouse character of this precinct. The "modern" building o n the adjacent
allotment (refer photo) - sti ll part of the Th omas & Co. milling complex - was built
possibly in 1927-1929, as far as can be asce rta ined from assessment records.

Grain Storage Silos - rear of mill buildings in Leadenhall Street
1

E lizabeth Davis, Flour Milling in South Australia - A Hist01y (The Mille rs Produce Co. of South
Australia, 1988), p18.
ibid

Assessment Book, Vol 24, 1880 (Asst No. 269), Centre Ward
Assessment Book, Vol 25, 1881 (Asst No. 265), Centre Ward
Davis, op cit
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WESTON MILLING AND W THOMAS & CO BUILDINGS
66 LEADENHALL STREET (cont)

Extract from an aerial photograph c.l940 showing the W Thomas milling complex
next to the Port Canal
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HARTRODT BUILDING (former Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET

C.T: 4258/707
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A well designed factory
building constructed in 1939, which survives substantially intact and is part of the
important factory tradition in Port Adelaide. It is associated with the expansion of
paint manufacture particularly for the growing motor car industry by BALM Paints,
and represents the importance of Port Adelaide at this time. It is an important example
of the pre-War Functionalist style designed by notable South Australian architect Phillip
R Claridge.
RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
expansion of industries (particularly industrial and motor car paint manufacture)
at Port Adelaide in the pre Second World War period. It is part of the
expansion of the earliest paint manufacturing plant in South Australia.
d)

provides an understanding of industrial processing and bui.ldi.ng design and
construction techniques of the immediate pre Second World War period
reflecting the aesthetic of the time.

e)

presents an excellent example of the implementation of Functionalist principles
of design in industrial architecture in the 1930s. It is a small but significant
example of the work of notable South Australian architect Phillip R Claridge.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this former Duco factory be entered
in the State H e ritage Register.
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HARTRODT BUILDING (former Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This building was erected m 1938-40 for the British Australian Lead
Manufacturers Pty Ltd (B.A.L.M)
B.A.L.M Pty Ltd which was formed in 1918 had in the same year acquired the
Australasian United Paint Co. (A.U.P. Co.). The A.U.P Co was established in 1912 and
was the first registered paint company in Australia 1• Prior to that it was known as H.L
Vosz Ltd. Its first factory in Port Adelaide was erected in 1907 on Lipson Street. It is
popularly known in the Port Area as the Paint Works" 2• In 1971, B.A.L.M Pty Ltd
changed its name to Dulux Australia Ltd.
Early in 1923, a new paint (Duco Lacquer) was introduced in the United States. With
its quick drying property, it revolutionised the final stage of car production3 • In 1928,
though I.C.I which had become an important shareholder in B.A.L.M Pty Ltd, the
4
Company obtained the right to manufacture and sell Duco Lacquers in Australia •
Earlier in 1920, B.A.L.M had also secured the right to Dulux finishes. Thus by 1930,
production of the range of Duco Lacquers and Dulux finishes was commenced in
Australia.
Initially all requirements for the paint were carried out in the 1907 factory. However,
as output increased, this necessitated an expansion in the manufacturing premises. A
varnish plant was erected on Lipson Street in 19365 •
This was followed by the Duco factory, erected in 1938-40, for the manufacture of
automotive lacquers 6 • This building has since undergone a number of modifications
(compare early photos).

Architectural -This steel framed factory for the Australian United Paint Co was listed
as one of the buildings to be erected in Port Adelaide in the Building & Construction
journal of 2 March 19397 • It was built by the Fricker Bros of Port Adelaide. The
building was designed by Philip R Claridge & Associates (later Hassell & McConnell,
Philip R Claridge Architects) which was responsible for two other premises for the paint
company in Port Adelaide. The first was a warehouse, on Butler Street, behind the
original Vosz factory, built in 1937 and the second, a factory at 75 Lipson Street, built

History of the Port Adelaide Manufacturing Area (n.d), p1
Port Adelaide 1936-1986. Mudflats to Metropolis, p81.
Unofficial History of Dulux (n.d), p3
op cit, p4
5

History of the Pt Adelaide Manufacturing Area, p1
ibid
Building & Constmcti011, Vol 14, No. 641, 2 March 1939, p 14
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HARTRODT BUILDING (former Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET (cont)

The firm Philip R Claridge & Associates had in 1937/8 executed one of its finest works
in the "modern" style in the Bank of New South Wales (now Westpac) at the corner of
King William Street and North Terrace 9 •
This smaller factory building displays the influence of Bauhaus aesthetic and planning
theories of the 1920s, based on the form of the structure expressing the function
contained within. The glazed corner stair well retains the terrazzo staircase and fine
wrought iron curved strip handrail. The offices and entrance are clearly indicated by the
projecting bay with three porthole windows on the ground floor and strip windows
above.
At some stage prior to 1950 a second storey (pre 1950) was added to the building which
continued the same design idiom but provided further office and laboratory space within
the building.

Building & Constmction, Vol 12, No. 564, 9 Sept 1937, p 6
The Build er, 24 February 1950, p 9
9

Michael Page, Sculptors in Space:
Australian Chapter, 1986), p 168

South Australian Architects 1936-1986 (The RAIA South
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HARTRODT BUILDING (former Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET (cont)

Site Record

Factory - Hardrodt Building (former Duco Plant)
67 Lipson Street
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

67 Lipson Street, Port Adelaide

Description

Two storey factory with basement

Boundary

Factory built to Lipson Street alignment; other buildings on
the same parcel of land are not of heritage value (see plan).

Land Description

CT 4258/707

Local Government

Ci ty of Port Adelaide

Owner

Nevi ll e Smith & Co
271 Commerci.al Road
PORT ADELAJDE SA 5015

Use

Offices and storage

Condition

Generally sou nd

Other Assessments

Nil

Heritage Status

None
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HARTRODT BUILDING (former Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET (cont)
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SITE PLAN - FORMER DUCO FACTORY
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HARTRODT BUILDING (form er Duco Plant)
67 LIPSON STREET ( cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 52 (1938): The Duco plant soon after cmnpletion

PH 53: The building with the second level constructed (c.l950)
PoRT
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory),
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STUEET

C.T: 1626/33 Section 2112, Lots 8, 9, 40, 47
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: A three storeyed brick factory which was designed
in 1946 and constructed in 1949-52 as a paint factory. It is indicative of the expansion
of paint manufacture in Port Adelaide and the State, and is an important example of the
Functionalist style of architecture from the immediate Post War period, designed by
notable South Australi an architect Jack H McConnell.
RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
expansion of industry (particularly household paint manufacture) at Port Adelaide
in the Post World War II period. It is part of the expansion of the earliest paint
manufacturing plant in South Austral ia.
d)

provides an understanding of industrial processes and building design and
constru ction techn iques of the immediate post World War II period reflecting the
economic constraints of the period.

e)

is an exce llent example of the implementation of Functionalist principles of
design in industrial architecture in the 1940s, and is a seminal work by nationally
notable modernist architect Jack H McCon ne ll.

f)

it is a landmark building in Port Adelaide and was place o f employment for m any
Port Adelaide and Adel aide workers.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recomme nded that this factory be entered in the State
Heritage Register.
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory),
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - This building was erected in 1949-52 for the British Australian Lead
Manufacturers Pty Ltd (B.A.L.M)
B.A.L.M Pty Ltd which was formed in 1918 had in the same year acquired the
Australasian Unjted Paint Co. (A.U.P. Co.). The A.U.P Co was established in 1912 and
was the first registered paint company in Australia 1• Prior to that it was known as H.L
Vosz Ltd. Its first factory in Port Adelaide was erected in 1907 on Lipson Street, was
popularly known in the Port area as the Paint Works" 2• In 1971, B.A.L.M Pty Ltd
changed its name to Dulux Australia Ltd.
Early in 1923, a new paint (Duco Lacquer) was introduced in the United States. With
its quick drying property, it revolutionised the final stage of car production3 • In 1928,
though I.C.I which had become an important shareholder in B.A.L.M Pty Ltd, the
Company obtained the right to manufacture and sell Duco Lacquers in Australia4 •
Earlier in 1920, B.A.L.M had also secured the right to Du lux finishes. Thus by 1930,
production of the range of Duco Lacquers and Dulux finishes was commenced in
Australia.
Initially all requirements for paint manufacture were carried out in the 1908 factory.
However, as output increased, this necessitated an expansion in the manufacturing
premises. A varnish plant was erected further east on Lipson Street in 1936, and a
Duco factory in 1938 for the manufacture of automotive lacquers5 •
The B.A.L.M. paint factory which catered primarily for the requirements for household
paints was bui lt in 1949-526 although the planning for a new factory began much earlier
and drawings were prepared in 1946. It was erected on site previously occupied by the
Lion Timber Mills which had been completely destroyed by fire some years earlier.
Unfortunately, paint manufacturing processes at the time invo lved the use of a large
amount of lead. This may have implications in the adaptation of the building. The
name of the building changed to DULUX after 1971.

Histo ry of the Port Adelaide Manufacturing Area (n.d), pl
Port Adelaide 1936-1986. Mudflats to M etropolis, p81.
Unofficial History of Dulux (n.d), p3

op cit, p4
History of the Pt Adelaide Manufacturing Area, pl
6

ibid
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory),
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)
Architectural -This factory was designed by the architectural firm Hassell & McConnell,
Philip R Claridge Architects 7• This firm had in 1937/8 been the principal architects
involved in the design of the Bank of New South Wales (now Westpac), at the corner
of King William Street and North Terrace, which is today considered one of the few
outstanding commercial buildings in the "modern" style8 • Mr Jack McConnell was the
principal design architect for this factory.
McConnell had become a junior partner of the firm of P R Claridge & Associates in
1938 after being recruited from Melbourne by Claridge to work on the Bank of New
South Wales (King William Street). The firm was then renamed Philip R Claridge,
Hassell and McConnell. In 1949 the partnership split, and Hassell McConnell and
Partners became a separate firm and went on to become one of the nation's most
progressive. McConnell himself designed numerous industrial buildings including this
building for AUP and gradually built up a strong clientele in his home state of Victoria9 •
Tenders were called for the construction of the factory on 24 February 1950 10• The offer
made by Fricker Bros (master bui lders) of Port Adelaide was accepted on 26 May

1950ll.
The building itself displays many Functionalist characteristics 12 (developed before World
War II) including simple overall asymmetrical geometric massing, ribbon windows
between long horizontal spandrels and expression of various functions within the
building through changes in form. Sited on a whole block, the building exploits the
corner location and the fenestration strips continue the streamlined effect to both the
Lipson Street and Godfrey Street e levations.
The steel framed, brick clad factory is built on piles - as required by the insubstantial
nature of Port Adelaid e soils, much of which is infill 13• A search for original
architectural drawings of this building at Hasse ll Architects has located the plans and
elevations of the building as designed by McConnell in 1946.
The building is an important representat ion of the philosophy of the modern movement
in architecture, as interpreted by a notable local architect and firm. It was identified as
such in the Register of 20th Centwy Architecture in SA compi led in 1986 for the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects (SA).

The Builder, 24 Fe bruary 1950, p 9
Michael Page, Sculptors in Space: South Australian Architects 1836-1986 (The RAIA South
Australian C ha pte r, 1986), p 168
9

Schwage r Brooks and Partners, Westpac Building (King William Street, Adelaide) Conse1vation Plan,

p 34.
10

The Builder, p 9

II

The Builder, 26 M ay 1950, p 14

12

As noted in ldelllifying A ustralian A rchitecture, Appe rly eta/, p 186-9.

13

Inform ati o n from archit ect, Novembe r 1993
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)

Site Record
Factory - former Dulux Paint Factory
75 Lipson Street
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

75 Lipson Street, Port Adelaide (between Godfrey and
Charlotten Streets)

Description

Three storey brick factory with basement

Boundary

Factory to Lipson Street only; the other buildings on the
same land parcel are not of heritage value (see plan).

Land Description

Lots 40, 47 Section 2112.
CT 1626/33

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

Dulux Paints Au stralia
15 Gow Street
PADSTOW NSW 2211

Use

Decommissioned paint factory

Condition

Generally sound

Other Assessments

Register of 20th Century Architecture

Heritage Status

None
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)
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SITE PLAN - FORMER DULUX FACTORY
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STR EET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 55 (1949/52): The Dulux paint factory under construction, Charlotten Street comer

PH 56 (1949/52): The building soon after completion, Godfrey Street comer
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 61: This early delivery truck sp01ts all three paint brands.
"United'; "BALM" and "Dulux"- in Lipson Street
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FACTORY (former Dulux Paint Factory)
75 LIPSON STREET, SOUTH CNR OF GODFREY STREET (cont)

New Factory- Australiasian United Paint Co.
Original drawings- dated April 1946
(5 sheets)
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DULUX BUILDING (former H L Vosz Paint Factory)
79 LIPSON STREET, cnr GODFREY STREET

C.T:

4277/ 901 Section 2112/ Lot 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39 GRO 57/57

HERITAGE LISTINGS: State Heritage Registe r

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: An extremely important

three storey bri.ck factory, constructed in 1906-7 which is a prominent landmark in
Lipson Street. It is architecturally significant clue to its size and careful detailing and
articulation of red brick facade. Th e building formed part of the large Dulux Paints
complex and is associated with the first South Australian paint manufacturing firm of H
L Vosz Ltd.
RECOMMENDATION: This bui lding was e nte red in the State H eritage Register,
(along with the adjacent two storey office bui lding) in 1984.

Current rear view
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DULUX BUILDING (former H L Vosz Paint Factory)
79 LIPSON STREET, cnr GODFREY STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This building was constructed in 1906 for H L Vosz Limited and was
purpose built as a paint factory and offices. Accordingly to a contemporary report and
Cyclopedia of South Australia, the building

"consists of three storeys and here all classes of paints are manufactured, to
some extent from local pigments, which compare favourably with the imported
article. Th e manufacture of white lead is also carried on, H L Vosz being the
only firm in the Commonwealth engaged in this industry ... The factory has
its own dynamos for the generation ofpower, driven by a poweiful gas engine,
run by producer gas and the whole premises are fitted up with electrical
lights'~

This building was the latest in industrial construction when it was bui lt and indicated the
expansion of the ready for use paint industry at the turn of the century. The firm of H
L Vosz was founded in 1848 by Vosz who was a German immigra nt from H amburg. He
started work in Adelaide as a plumber, painted and carpenter. Yosz died in 1886 and
the firm was floated into a limited liability company in 1904 with amongst others, Albert
M Clarkson as manager. The main premises for H L Yosz Limited, at the time of
construction of the pa int factory, was in Rundle Street and the firm provided all types
of fittings and electrical goods for residential use, as well as ''the largest stock of
wallpapers in the state" and a n important section for mirror and glass manufacture, and
prod uction of lead light for windows.
The Port Adel.aide building continued as a paint factory in varying ownership over time.
In 1912 Australian United Paint Company was formed to take over the manufacturing
of paint in Port Adelaide and the factory traded under this name until 1954. The
British Australi an Lead Manufacture rs purchased the assets of the business of Australian
United Paint Co. in 1918 but the company continued to trade as United Paints.
Ownership changed to ICI Australia Ltd during the 1920s and the paint manufacturing
premises were expa nded with new bui ldings along Lipson Street. In the 1960s the
company became D ul ux Australia. Early photos indica te the construction of building
and its face brick appeara nce. This was not pa inted until after World War Two.
Clarksons Lim ited co ntinued as mirror and glass manufacturing company and their
headquarters were based in a Grenfell Street property.

Architectural - This three storey brick paint factory is a particular land mark in Port
Adelaide and is significant for being purpose built. It is divided into three sections: the
single storey office section to the west contained the administration, the central section
was involved with manufacture of pigmented paints and the large gable ende d section
on the end was the area where white lead was manufactured. The so lid brick
construction is somewhat obscured by the painted su rface of the bu ilding and the factory
section of the stru cture would benefit from re moval of the paint.

References:
Port Adelaide 1836-1986, Mud Flats to Metropolis , History of the Port Adelaide Manufacturing Area
Unofficial History of Dulux
Register Assessment, Stale Heritage Branch, J anuary 1982
Burgess, C T, Cyclopedia of South Australia, Vol 1, p 610, Adelaide 1907
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DULUX BUILDING (former H L Vosz Paint Factory)
79 LIPSON STREET, cnr GODFREY STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

Befor e

painting after 1937

PH44

Godfrey
Street view
of rear (n.d
pre 1937)

PH45

,

After

painting
c.l945-50
PH 46
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NYK-BURNS PHILP SHIPPING PTY LTD (former H L Vosz Ltd Offices)
83 LIPSON STREET, cnr BUTLER STREET

C.T:

4277/901 Section 2112/Lot 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39 (GRO 57 /57)

HERITAGE LISTINGS: State Heritage Register

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: An important corner brick

office and warehouse constructed in 1906-7 indicative of Edwardian brick structures in
the Port. This building is associated with the first South Australian paint manufacturing
firm of H L Vosz Ltd and served as office accommodation. It later formed part of the
large Dulux Paints complex.

RECOMMENDATION: This building was included in the State Heritage Register,
(along with the adjacent three storey paint factory) in 1984.
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NYK-BURNS PHILP SHIPPING PTY LTD (former H L Vosz Ltd Offices)
83 LIPSON STREET, cnr BUTLER STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This building was constructed in 1906 for H L Vosz Limited and was
purpose built as a paint factory and offices. Accordingly to a contemporary report and
Cyclopedia of South Australia, the building
"consists of three storeys and here all classes of paints are manufactured, to
some extent from local pigments, which compare favourably with the imported
article. The manufacture of white lead is also carried on, H L Vosz being the
only firm in the Commonwealth engaged in this industry ... The factOty has
its own dynamos for the generation of power, driven by a powetful gas engine,
run by producer gas and the whole premises are fitted up with electrical
lights':
This building was the latest in industrial construction when it was built and indicated the
expansion of the ready for use paint industry at the turn of the century. The firm of H
L Vosz was founded in 1848 by Vosz who was a German immigrant from Hamburg. He
started work in Adelaide as a plumber, painted and carpenter. Yosz died in 1886 and
the firm was floated into a limited liability company in 1904 with amongst others, Albert
M Clarkson as manager. The main premises for H L Vosz Limited, at the time of
construction of the paint factory, was in Rundle Street and the firm provided all types
of fittings and electrical goods for residential use, as well as "the largest stock of
wallpapers in the state" and an important section for mirror and glass manufacture, and
production of lead light for windows.
The Port Adelaide building continued as a paint factory in varying ownership over time.
In 1912 Australian United Paint Company was formed to take over the manufacturing
of paint in Port Adelaide and the factory traded under this name until 1954. The
British Australian Lead Manufacturers purchased the assets of the business of Australian
United Paint Co. in 1918 but the company continued to trade as United Paints.
Ownership changed to ICI Australia Ltd during the 1920s and the paint manufacturing
premises were expanded with new buildings along Lipson Street. In the 1960s the
company became Dulux Australia. Early photos indicate the construction of building
and its face brick a ppearance. This was not painted until after the Second World War.
Clarksons Limited continued as mirror and glass manufacturing company and their
headquarters were based in a Grenfell Street property.

Architectural - This small section of the large H L Vosz Paint Factory formed the
administration section of the business firm. Early photographs indicate that it was
originally face brick and it has been well restored to its current condition. However, the
building would benefit from the reconstruction of the original raised parapet section
which marked the office entrance on the corner of Lipson and Butler Street.

References:
Port Adelaide 1836-1986, Mud Flats to Metropolis , History of the Port Adelaide Manufacturing Area
Unofficial History o f Dulux
Register A ssessment, State H eritage Branch, Janu ary 1982
Burgess, C T, Cyclopedia of South Australia, Vol 1, p 610, Adelaide 1907
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NYK-BURNS PHILP SHIPPING PTY LTD (former H L Vosz Ltd Offices)
83 LIPSON STREET, cnr BUTLER STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS
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FORMBY'S RESTAURANT (former Savings Bank of South Australia)
93 LIPSON STREET

C.T: 4397/213 Section 2112/Lot 27 GRO 57/57
HERITAGE LISTINGS: State Heritage Register

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: Historically, the item is
important because it was the first branch office bui lt for and staffed by the Savings Bank
of South Australia. It represents the beginning of a program to extend the Bank's
facilities which was formalised by "The Savings Bank Branches Act, 1907". The branch
was built in 1906 in the former commercial heart of Port Adelaide which to date has
retained a large number of buildings from that period.

RECOMMENDATION: This building was entered in the State Heritage Register in
1983.
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FORMBY'S RESTAURANT (former Savings Bank of South Australia)
93 LIPSON STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

From State Heritage Branch Assessment: 1983
Historical -The State Savings Bank was established in Adelaide in 1848 but was centred
in Adelaide. An Act of 1907 allowed for the expansion of banking services to the rest
of the State. The Savings Bank management was obviously anticipating this move as
plans for this first branch in Port Adelaide were dated 1905. The Branch operated until
the 1950s when the building was sold to the Ex-Navalmen's Association and used as
clubrooms. It also served as part of Dulux Australia's administrative offices before
being converted to a Restaurant.

Architectural - This building, constructed in red brick (now painted) was built in 19056. The semi-circular headed arched windows have agee Gothic hood moulds and
unusual cement rendered window lintels on the first floor together with a central
pediment, the effect creates an unusual eastern style of architecture. However, early
plans dated 1905 and signed by Edward Davies and Rutt, Architects, show a completely
different proposal. The facade was to be classical, with two corinthian columns flanking
the entrance doorways. The side elevation, however, corresponds to the existing
elevation. It is possible that the original proposal was too expensive or classical mode
as out of favour, and the facade deign was subsequently remodelled.
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McCOLL'S HARDWARE SHOP
99 LIPSON STREET

C.T: 1976/116 Section 2112/Lot 23 GRO 57/57
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: An important two storey
face stone and brick shop constructed in 1877-79, which retains an original shopfront
with early sign writing. Together with 101 Lipson Street, this is one of the most intact
shops in the Port, and represents a once common type of commercial building.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this shop be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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McCOLL'S HARDWARE SHOP
99 LIPSON STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This building is comprised of 2 shops. The first workshop was built in 1877
and was occupied by T R McColl (house and ship plumber, tinsmith and oarsfittert
The adjoining workshop was built in 1879 and was variously occupied by a barber, tailor,
and similar tenants 2 •
Architectural - An important substantially intact two storey basalt fronted buildin g

retaining a very fine timber shopfront with original doors and early gold leaf sign
writing. The hardwood timber thresholds providing access to this side lane are original
and notable. The side southern brick is deteriorating with bricks fretting. Only one
original shopfront remains and the adjacent shop fitting has been replaced c.1950 with
metal shop windows and tiled stallboards. A sturdy timber and corrugated iron door
provides access to the side alley to this building. The central verandah posts has been
sheeted around at the centre, obviously due to structural deterioration. Note also
original rainheads which col.lect roof water from the concealed roof behind the brick
parapet.
This two storey shop building is of interest for the second floor facade with exposed
basalt and decorative brick trim. The shop front on the right is original, with e arly
wooden doubl e doors and stallboards. The verandah has been substantially altered by
the addition of a n out of proportion fascia board.

Assessment Book, Vol 22, 1878 (Easl Ward, No. 160)
Assessment Book, Vol 24, 1880 (Easl Ward, No. 162)
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McCOLL'S HARDWARE SHOP
99 LIPSON STREET (cont)

EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 25: A view of the premises in c.J900

PH 24: Note signwriting on shop by 1912
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SHOP
101 LIPSON STREET

C.T: 1952/44 Section 2112/Lot 21 GRO 57/57
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A simple stone and brick
shop with reconstructed verandah typical of early shops in the Port. The building was
constructed in 1883, and rebui.lt after 1885. It is indicative of commercial development
in the Port Centre.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this shop be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in th e Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - A double fronted rubble stone and brick shop with intact timber shopfront
and recently reconstructed verandah. Built in 1.883, this building is a remnant section
of a former Crooks & Brooker shop and showroom which extended all the way to Kyle
Place 1 ; and was substantially destroyed by fire in 1885. On the 1910 Block Plan this
building was shown as Balfours Lunch Rooms 2
Architectural - This shop is unusual for the incised semi-circular openings in the high
parapet. This building in 1990 was damaged by a car and the shopfront has been
carefully conserved reusing original components and copying items where missing. The
verandah has recently been reconstructed to original detailing. The shopfront is
particularly important as it remains together with 99 Lipson Street as one of the best
surviving traditional shopfront examples in the Port.

Assessment Book, Vol 28, 1884 (East Ward, No. 151)
2

Port Adelaide Block Plan 1910 (C211)
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SHOP
101 LIPSON STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

HANSOM CAB FOR HIRE, LIPSON ST. & ST. VINCENT ST. CORNER. 1885

1885 photograph of Lipson Street showing the three storeyed building
of Crooks & Brooker before the fire.
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SMITH MOTOR CO. (former Farm Machinery & Implement Warehouse)
58 LIPSON STREET

C.T: 3181/78, 776/130, 4046/258
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: An e.laborately fronted
brick warehouse dating from 1908, located close to the railway. It is representative of
the growth of commerce in Port Acle.laicle in the early 20th Century and is a good
example of warehouses from that period.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this warehouse be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan. A structural
assessment of thi.s bui lding is recommended to determine reusability.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - The motor company workshops and offices occupy lots 212, 215, 218, 221,
224 and 225, forming part of Section 704, the whole of which had originally be granted
to John Hart in 1855 1• The section was subsequently subdivided into streets and
allotments ;mel sold off to various owners from 1865.

Over the years, a number of 3 to 4 room cottages, stables and a smithy workshop were
erected on the site of the present warehouse 2•

1

CT 67/151 (LTO)

2

Assessment Book, Vol 68-1908; Assessment No. 581-589 (Centre Ward)
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SMITH MOTOR CO. (former Farm Machinery & Implement Warehouse)
58 LIPSON STREET (cont)
In December 1907 / January 1908, allotments 212, 215, 218, 221 and 224 were purchased
by William Albert Clutterbuck and Robert Thomas Burford, both merchants of
Adelaide, who subsequently demolished the cottages and stables on the site and the
present brick warehouse built in its places3 •
Although there is a lack of conclusive evidence to substantiate the claim, it is highly
probably that the architect Alfred Wells was responsible for the design of the
warehouse. Well s had called for tenders for the erection of a warehouse in Port
Adelaide on 26 February 19084 • It was only the second call for tender for the erection
of a warehouse in Port Adelaide in that year. By Dece mber 1908, construction of the
warehouse had reached completion5 •
Wells had by the 1890s, at a re latively young age, established himself as one of
Adelaide's leading architects. Among some of his notable creations still in existence are
the Adelaide Arcade for the Bray family; the Commercial Traveller's Club on North
Terrace; and the Angas a nd Campbe ll Buildings of the Ade la ide Children's Hospital in
North Adelaide6 •
Willia m Albert Clutte rbu ck was born in Stonehouse, England in 1856 and emigrated to
Australia in 18767• He bought into the Chaff and Grain Merchant of Clutterbuck and
Black soon after his arrival 8 • When Black resigned, his position was taken over by
William's twin brother, Cha rles Frederick resulting in the business name bei ng changed
to Clutterbu ck Brothers (Adela ide). The busin ess prospered and ha d mills in various
country towns including Kapunda, Freeling, H amley Bridge, Jamestown, Georgetown
and Laura.
The Clutterbuck Brothers business continued to expand to include trade in agricultural
machinery in 1893. Its first registered office was situated in Hindmarsh Square,
Adelaide . It subsequently moved to 61/63 Hindley Street (see attached photo). Upon
Charles death in 1895, William took Robert T Bu rford into partnership. The
C lutterbuck Broth ers were sole agents for Massey Harris which traded in fa rm
machinery as well as an assortme nt of station ary e ngi nes, tractors, pumps and
"practically any eq uipment the farmer required" - both locally made and imported9 •

CT 70/35 and CT 775/124 (LTO)
Register, 26 February 1908, p 2
5

6

Assessment Book, Vol 70-1909, Assessment Nos. 582-587 (Centre Ward)
Michael Page, Sculptors in Space. (The RAJA South A ustralian Chapter) , 1.986, p 117
Biographical Index of South Australian 1836-1885, Vol 1 (SA Genealogy & Heraldry Society Inc.
1986), p 288

8

Unless otherwise indicated, all business notes on Clutterbuck are taken from Donald M Beaty.
Bullock Wagons to Clutterbucks- The History of Clutterbuck Statio nary E ngines (Adelaide), 1989,
p 22.
Sands and McDougall SA Directory 1909, p 574 (MLSA) Beaty, ibid.
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SMITH MOTOR CO. (former Farm Machinery & Implement Warehouse)
58 LIPSON STREET (coot)
The Port Adelaide premises were suitably sited close to the railway station as its
primary use was for assembly of machinery imported from overseas.
Apart from Port Adelaide, the firm had premises in Bourke Street, Melbourne;
Castlecreagh Street, Sydney; Geraldton, Western Australia and Australia House in
London, as well as agents in many country towns.
The firm was certainly considered one of the "leading business houses" in its time and
had the privilege of inclusion in Leonard Samuel Curtis' book, Adelaide: Queen City of
the South, published in 1907 10 •
The premises continued its use as an agricultural and general machinery warehouse until
1936/37 when it was leased to an Automobile Parts and Accessory Co. 11 • Since 1963 it
has been occupied by the Smith Motor Co.
Architectural - A substantial brick warehouse retaining original ripple iron entry doors.
The frontage facing the rai lway line retains substantial rendered fini als on projecting
colonettes. This frontage has been altered with original openings installed with later
brickwork and windows. Both walls of the buildings show leaning and misalignment and
a structural condition of this building is questionable given thi s evidence of structural
stress.
Early painted signwriting to the railway frontages states "Machinery Merchants, Farm
Implements and Machinery, Farm Motors" - the early business name could not be
deciphered but is most probably Clutterbucks.
It is one of the most we ll-detailed brick warehouse buildings in the Port, particularly the
railway frontage facade.

lO

Leonard Sam uel Curtis, Adelaide: Queen City of the South (Adelaide: Vardon & Sons Ltd), 1907,
p 144.

11

CT 776/130 and CT 70/35 (LTO).
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WHARF SHEDS (Nos. 2 & 3)
McLAREN PARADE

C.T: Harbours Board Reserve
HERITAGE LISTING: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: Sheds No.2, 3 were constructed in 1937 after the
rebuilding of the Port Adelaide wharfs, and represent the continuation of maritime
import activities at the Port, prior to the relocation of bulk loading further downstream.

RELEVANT CRITERIA:
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
importance of the waterside maritime activities at Port Adelaide in the
development of the economic prosperity of the state.

a)

d)

the Wharf Sheds provide understanding of large industrial structures at the waters
edge at Port Adelaide associated with loading and unlo ading of goods from
transport, and the program of wharf reconstruction immediately before the
Second World War.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the wharf sheds Nos 2, 3 be entered
in the State Heritage Register. Significant adaptation will be required to ensure
continued usefulness, but th e basic form should be retained.
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WHARF SHEDS (Nos. 2 & 3)
McLAREN PARADE (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - During the 1870s, the wharf front as it then existed, had large stone stores
of single storey along this frontage. After 1913 when the South Australian Harbours
Board was created, waterfront facilities were carefully reassessed. During the period of
1920-1939 a massive program of wharf reconstruction and provision of new cargo sheds
was undertaken. Sheds 2 and 3 were constructed during the period of 1934-1937. Shed
No. 1 was constructed in 1948 after the area now known as Queens Wharf was
realigned. The significance of the sheds derives from the fact that they represent the
period of maritime activity when Port Adelaide was a "bagged Port" and all the cargoes
were loaded and unloaded in this form of packaging using the wharf sheds as storage
areas. These wharf sheds were particularly important prior to the relocation of bulk
loading to Outer Harbour and the introduction of container vessels and berths.
Architectural - The sheds are of largely utilitarian form stretching a considerable
distance along the Wharf front. The sheds themselves are timber and iron framed and
clad in corrugated iron. The internal area is to lit by clerestory windows in a raised
central roof section.
It is accepted that the waterfront and water view is blocked by the massive form of these
sheds but they are an important element of the water side activities and shou ld be able
to be interpreted by visitors to the area. The sheds themse lves provide useful spaces for
tourist activity. Alterations such as replacing corrugated iron cladding with transparent
cladding or opening up sections of the sheds is acceptable as long as the overall shed
form is still able to be understood. Other e lements, such as the railway lines servicing
these sheds should also be retained where possible. Other sheds also remain from this
date but Sheds 2 and 3 provide the best opportunity for interpretation of wharfside
activities.

Sources:
South Australian Harbours Board Annu a l Reports
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WHARF SHEDS (Nos. 2 & 3)
McLAREN PARADE ( cont)

Site Record
Warehouses - Wharf Sheds (Nos. 2 & 3)
Queens Wharf
McLaren Parade
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

Queens Wharf, McLaren Parade, Port Adelaide

Description

Warehouses

Boundary

Fronting McLaren Parade and parallel to wharf alignment

Land Description

Harbours Board Reserve

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

State Government (Port Centre Project)
Wh arf Shed No. 1
Black Diamond Place
PORT ADELAJDE SA 5015

Use

Decommissioned wharf storage sheds

Condition

Generally sound

Other Assessments

Nil

Heritage Status

None
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WHARF SHEDS (Nos. 2 & 3)
McLAREN PARADE (cont)
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PORT ADELAIDE MEDICAL CENTRE AND ADJACENT BUILDING
(incorporating the 1856 Presbyterian Church)
60 MARRYAIT STREET

C.T:

5007/729-737

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These buildings are
indicative of the development and spread of various religious denominations in Port
Adelaide. They a lso continue a consistent and historic streetscape in Marryatt and
Leadenhall Streets.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the Port Adelaide Medical Centre be
designated as a place of local h eritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development
Pian.
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PORT ADELAIDE MEDICAL CENTRE AND ADJACENT BUILDING
(incorporating the 1856 Presbyterian Church)
60 MARRYA TT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The core of the Port Adelaide Medical Centre is the first Presbyterian
Church in Port Adelaide. The foundation stone was laid by Thomas Elder in 1866 and
first service held in 1867. The church was built by Bristowe & Goldsworthy to the
design of George Sands Architect in a simple Classical Revival style, at a cost of about
£1,600. The land on which the original church stands was part of an original land grant
by Governor George Gray in 1849. The building is situated on allotments 215 and 216
of Section 2112, Hundred of Port Adelaide. Early owners of the a llotments were Philip
Hains, stevedore and Captain John Bickers, merchant. The congregation of the church
were of the Free Presbyterian faith, a break away from the Church of Scotland which
stood for spiritual indepe ndence and freedom of the congregation to choose its own
minister. The first Free Presbyterian congregation in Adelaide had been founded at
Chalmers Church- now Scots Church, North Terrace in 1850. Whe n the Port Adelaide
congregation moved to the new church in St Vincent Street in 1882 the church was
bought by Henry Berry. In 1901 he also bought the adjacent block of land from Henry
Croff and Henry Millers. The third corps of the Salvation Army in Australia was next
established in the church building in 1882 by Captain and Mrs Thomas Sutherland who
had earlier been appointed by the founder of the Salvation Army, William Booth as the
first Corps Offi ces in Australia. The Salvation Army built a new Citadel in Dale Street
in 1913.
The present building, encompassing the church was constructed for H enry Berry & Co.
wholesale grocers about 1918. A casket and contents of memorabilia of the day has
b een built into th e wall of the church when the foundation stone was laid. The building
was sold in 1961 and subsequ ently used by several owners as warehouse. In 1984 the
building was purchased by Buwadide Pty Ltd and renovated as a Medkal Centre with
opening in 1986.
Architectural - This small 1850s church is enclosed by later construction during the
Edwardian pe riod. The later sections of the build ing are built of brick which has been
subsequently painted in a n atte mpt to link the sections of the property, a nd provide a
consistent ap pearance.

Current View showing porch attached to Church
Sources
Information in foyer of Medical Centre togeth er wit h e arly photograph of Presbyterian Church - taken c.
1879-1882.
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PORT ADELAIDE MEDICAL CENTRE AND ADJACENT BUILDING
(incorporating the 1856 Presbyterian Church)
60 MARRYATT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

•

. :: . ~-·-. , ~.-. t. .a I ~~· .. "

PH 16: the first Presbyterian Church in c.l860
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HOUSE
21 THE MINORIES

C.T: 4094/479 Section 2112/Lot 30 FP 3514
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: Although in a neglected
state, this hou se is representative of the previous intensely settled residential character
of this section of the Port Centre during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Along
with 13 Nile Street, it is one of the few surviving substa ntial hou ses in the Port Centre
area.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this stone house be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Ade la ide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical -This house was originally the Knapman residence and the ir Cannon Brewery
was located nearby.
Architectural -The house is constructed of coursed bluestone to the front e levation and
random bluestone rubble to the side elevations. All windows and doors have been
smashed although there has been little damage undertaken to the actual joinery
components of these items. The verandah has been stripped of detail although the cast
iron columns and ve randah structure and roof survive. The cabbage palm close to the
front bay windows has not caused any associated cracking. The roof configuration has
been altered with a rai sed roof installed to overcome the typical box gutter problems of
large villas. The roof to the body of the hou se appears to be sound desp ite this altered
configuration. Port Adela ide Council has recently undertaken stabilisation and security
work on the house.
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HOUSES
20, 22, 24, 26 THE MINORIES

C.T:

2022 24 26 -

2164/60 Section 2112/Lot 20 FP 3471
5060/928 Section 2112/Lol 19 FP 3471
2136/115 Section 2112/Lol 18 FP 3471
2136/114 Section 2112/Lot 17 FP 3471

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent early residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1870s.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
ANALYSIS:
Architectural - This group of four houses is a sign ificant group of metal clad timber
framed cottages all identical and many retaining original detailing. All retain their stone
patterned metal sheet pressed to the front wall and corrugated iron horizontally laid to
the side walls. All re tain basic verandah shaped and have had some minor alterations
to their vera ndah balustrading being replaced by more so lid or decorative fencing.
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HARTS MILL & ADELAIDE MILLING COMPANY COMPLEX
MUNDY STREET

C.T:

4186/293 Section 2112/Lot 82 FP 3470
4186/294 Section 2112/Lot 81 FP 3470

HERITAGE LISTINGS: State H eritage Register

A major industrial
complex in Port Adelaide, the earliest mill building was constructed in 1855 with later
additions. It is associated with Captain John Hart a significant colonia l figure and is an
excellent representation of the importance of the flour milling industry in Port Adelaide.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:

RECOMMENDATION: This building was ente red in the State Heritage Register in

1981. Refer to the Conservation Plan for the complex prepared by Woodhead Australia
in June 1992 for further comprehensive conservation recommenda tions.
It should be note d that the whole milling complex is in need of basic maintenance,
particularly gutters and roof drainage. The building structure will suffer if this is not
undertaken soon.
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HARTS MILL & ADELAIDE MILLING COMPANY COMPLEX
MUNDY STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Summary of Historical and Architectural Significance, extracted from Former Milling
Industries Flour Mill, Conservation Study, Woodhead Australia, June 1992
The former Adelaide Milling Co mill site at Port Adelaide is the longest continuously
serving flour milling enterprise in South Australia, operating from 1855 to 1980. The
two major buildings constitute an important landmark in the Port, and help to
demonstrate its diversity of development.
Hart's mill is the oldest building on the site having been completed in 1855 under the
direction of John Hart, a significant colonial figure, three time Premier and an instigator
of much of the development of Port Adelaide. The building was the largest and most
technologically advanced mill in South Australia and at the time was claimed to be the
best in the southern hemisphe re. In any case it was designed to create an export market
for the State's produce, and successfully shipped flour a ll over the world. It is now
however, severely compromised in that its engine house has been demolished, and of
even more damaging effect, the internal floors and structure have been removed, leaving
the building as a hollow shell. Its fabric is in a deteriorating condition, and its structural
stabi lity is questionable.
The second mill on the site was completed in 1894 by the company (then under the
operating name of the Adelaide Milling Co) to the design and supervision of Henry
Simon and Co, milling engineers in England who also e quip ped the building. The
interior was severely damaged by fire in 1905 and was completely reconstructed and reequipped, again by H enry Simon. Apart from so me upgrading of equipment in 1928 it
operated in this form until 1980. Some representative examples of machinery dating
from 1905 and 1928 st ill remain in the building, as does also the driving wheels and
shafts together with several of the rope belts used to transfer motive power vertically to
each level.
From 1905 the second mill was e lectrically powered, representing a n early example of
the use of electricity on such a scale. There is also evidence of the use of electricity
from 1894 a nd if thi s cou ld be confirm ed it would be one of the earliest such uses in
South Australia. The building is one of the best examples of a late nineteenth century
industrial complex; is the only flour mill from th at period; and is the tallest known
building of internal timber structure; the dimensions of the timber members at the lower
level are remarkable .
The Packing Shed is a timbe r framed, galvanised iron clad structure which has evolved
from the early years of the site in accordance with the needs of the time - it has been
greatly altered over the years. Incorporated into its walls a re fragments of earlier stone
structures.
The enti re site remai ns today in the form in which it operated until 1980 with the
exception of the removal of much of the machinery and a ll of the external grain silos.
Even without these, the complex of buildings is able to demonstrate the process of flour
milling from the beginning of the twentieth century.
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HARTS MILL & ADELAIDE MILLING COMPANY COMPLEX
MUNDY STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 14: Harts 1855 Mill in c.1880, operated by Adelaide Milling Co.

PH 15: A view of the mill complex from the Port River

Other early photos: B43679, B1970
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WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION HALL
11 NILE STREET

C. T:

4302/915 Section 2112/Lot 91
4302/914 Section 2112/Lot 90
4302/913, Section 2112/ Lol 92

HERITAGE LISTINGS:
deferred.

R eco mmended for State Heritage Register in 1990, but

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: Built in 1926, the hall represents the importance
of the trade union movement amongst wharf labourers, ie the Port Adelaide Working
Men's Association (1872-1989) which affiliated with the Waterside Worker's Federation
of Australia about 70 years ago . (The associated muste r sheds have recently been
demolished to allow for TAFE college construction).

RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)
demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
development of Unionism of waterside workers at Port Ade laide and within the
State.
d)

it is representative of a particular type of meeting hall for labourers
organizations, notably the Waterside Workers Federation.

g)

it was the focu s of the industrial and social activities of waterside workers at Port
Adelaide and was the centre of activities of the Federation in the State.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that thi s bui.lding be entered in the State
H e ritage R egiste r.
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WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION HALL
11 NILE STREET (cont)
Extract from State Heritage Branch Assessment (Jan 1990)
ANALYSIS:

Historical- The foundation stone for the Port Adelaide Waterside Workers Federation
Hall was laid on Sunday, 5 December 1926 by W Thomas the only surviving original
member of the Working Men's Association formed in 1872. It was estimated that the
hall would cost £8,000 to build and would have a seating capacity of 1,200. The hall was
to be used by members and the local community for concerts, film and other social
events. A supper room at the rear of the hall would hold 400 people and would be used
for weekly branch meetings and Union offices. At this stage there were about 2,000
members. There would also be a shop either side of the main Nile Street entrance.
Large iron shelter sheds for wharf labourers would also be erected adjacent to the hall.
The hall was to be the pick-up point for waterside workers seeking employment, who
previously were obliged to wait on street corners to be picked up by employers.
The hall , which was ope ned in 1927, has had a long association with the Port Adelaide
Working Men's Association (PAWMA) which spanned 117 years from 1872-1989. The
initials "WMA" are inscribed on the facade of the building. The PAWMA was formed
in 1872 after a considerable struggle with employers for better working conditions. It
was reported in the Register on 20 August 1872 that the working men of Port Adelaide
(known a s Jumpers whose occupation chiefly consisted of loading and unloading vessels)
had been dissatisfied with their conditions of work. They met in the Port Town Hall
on Monday, 19 Augu st 1872 to form a Working Men's Union. A motion was
unanimously carried,

That in the opinion of this m eeting it has, in consequence of excessive
competition, becom e necessaty to form a Union f or the pwpose of obtaining
a fair rate of wages for a fair day's work. "
The PA WMA became unique in the 1920s when it was incorporated under the
Waterside Workers Federa tion banner. The PAWMA retained a duel identity using
both names for the one organisation. However, with all the costs in paperwork and
duplication needed to retain both unions together under Corporate Mfairs rules, the
PA WMA was forced to wind-up.
The organisation lives on under its more widely known identity, the Waterside Workers
Federation which relocated in 1988 from the hall to No.5 berth cafe teria, Port Adelaide.
The last meeting of the PA WMA was held on 13 February 1989 at the old clerk's pickup point on the corner of Divett and Todd Streets. It was symbolic of the changes that
have taken place on waterfronts throughout Australia with the emergence of modern
cargo handling methods. Port Adelaide used to be a bagged port. Waterside workers
would manually load ships with bagged grain. But since the implementation of bulk
silos and containe risa tion the number of waterside workers has been reduced. At its
peak there were about 3,000 wharfies registered with the Fede ration in South Australia
an even in the 1950s there were over 2,000 members. By 1989 there were only about
281 membe rs.
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WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION HALL
11 NILE STREET (cont)
The Federation probably had its toughest workout during the 1928-29 stoppage during
the Depression which resulted in two unions representing waterside workers. Waterside
Workers Federation members were on strike for 18 months over conditions. Employers
at the time met the stand-off with scab labour who ultimately formed their own union.
"Number Two" as it became known, amalgamated with the original body in the early
1950s to retain a united labour force.
Wharfies now have permanency of employment, rather than the pick-up system which
existed in the past. And because the industry is closed, the last intake of wharfies
happened in 1966. This has resulted in an ageing labour force with the average age of
52 for a wharfie at the Port. The waterside workers industry is currently being
restructured and the recommendations of the Stevedore Industry Review Committee and
a separate Federal Government enquiry will have far reaching results in career path
structures and training for the wharfies of the future.
Architectural - The early designs of the proposed hall for the Waterside Workers
Federation at Port Adelaide were prepared by W T Matthews, an Architect of Port
Adelaide. His initial designs called for an elaborate rendered facade with horizontal
coursing, together with a prominent parapet and pediment. However, the building that
was eventually built was of the same basic floor plan, but with a much simpler elevation
to Nile Street.
The front e levation of the Wate rside Workers Federation Hall is rendered brick with
simple detailing, including quoins, string courses and parapet. At the first floor Ievei is
a semi-circu lar multipaned window in the centre with circular windows symmetrically
placed either side. Above and below the circular windows are decorative garlands. The
relationship between the Waterside Workers Federation and the Working Men's
Association is acknowledged by lettering on the front facade. Below the cantilevered
awning, the ground floor is broken up into the hall entrances, with the sections on either
side having glazed shop windows.
The main foyer of the building has side walls with dados of glazed tiles and large
painted murals. The ceiling is panelled and has painted floral plaster decoration. In the
centre of the ceiling is a circular caved recess from which a light fitting used to be
suspended. Opposite the front entrance a timber staircase leads to the first floor
balcony. Entrances on either side of this central staircase lead into the main
auditorium. A simple timber box office used to be located in the centre of the main
foyer, but has since been removed.
The grandeur of the main auditorium has been diminished by the removal of several
painted mural s and timber panelling which were located on side walls of the hall and
beside the proscenium arch. However, the original proscenium arch remains intact and
is the main feature of the hall today. It exhibits classical Art Deco detailing which was
indicative of the style of the whole building when it was built during the 1920s. Despite
the removal of the murals and panelling, the plaster framing remains as a decorative
detailing, adding character to the otherwise plain walls.
The original theatre seating is still located on the terraced first floor balcony as is the
solid masonry projection box. These two elements provide a reminder of the hall's use
as a picture theatre. Underneath the balcony are functional, though aesthetically
displeasing alternations, which provide two fully operational liquor bars for patrons of
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WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION HALL
11 NILE STREET (cont)
the building. A raised balustraded area is located adjacent to these bars, approximately
30cm above the hall's main floor level.
Though the original grandiose designs were replaced by a much more restrained version,
presumably due to the Depression of the mid to late 1920s, the Waterside Workers
Federation H all remains a fitting tribute to the unionism of waterside workers at Port
Adelaide. This building exhibits some fine Art Deco detailing and is an important
contribution to the architectural heritage of the Port.
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WATERSIDE WORKERS FEDERATION HALL
11 NILE STREET (cont)
Site Record
Hall and Theatre - Waterside Workers Federation Hall
11 Nile Street
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

11 Nile Street, Port Adelaide

Description

Two storey office frontage with large hall behind

Boundary

Building occupies full extent of site with front elevation to
Nile Street and side elevation to Wells Street

Land Description

Lots 90, 91 and 92, Part Section 2001.
CTs 4302/913, 914, 915

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

State Government (Port Centre Project)
Wharf Shed No. 1
Black Diamond Place
PORT ADELAIDE SA 5015

Use

Theatre and meeting rooms

Condition

Generally sound

Other Assessments

State Heritage Branch Assessment 1990

Heritage Status

Deferred
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HOUSE
13 NILE STREET

C.T: 3095/ 21 Section 2112/Lot97 FP 3470
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This residence,
constructed in 1911, is an important remaining example of substantial housing
development in the southern section of the Port Centre.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this house be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This stone house was built in 1911 for Sarah Wollatt, the wife of John
Wollatt who had a store situated close by at the corner of North Parade and Albert
Streee.
Architectural - Together with 21 The Minories, this house is one of the few substantial
single storeyed bluestone residences left in the Port Centre. The original decorative cast
iron fence and intactness of the doors and windows make it a representative example
worthy of retention.

Assessment Book, Vol 76, 1912 (South Ward, No. 577)
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BRITISH HOTEL

13 NORTH PARADE

C.T:

5071/238 Section 2112/Lot 103 FP 3470
5071/ 239 Section 2112/Lot 104 FP 3470

HERITAGE LISTINGS: Nomjnated 1982
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: The extension of the 1847
British Hotel in 1876 is indicative of the general prosperity of Port Adelaide and the
State in the 1870s-80s. Hotels are an important social theme in the history of the Port.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the British Hotel be designated as a
place of local heritage value in Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
ANALYSIS:
Historical - The first licence of the British Hotel was issued in 1847. An illustration
survives of the first British Hotel built on this site. The existing Hotel was built in the
late 1870s.
According to earliest available record sighted, dating 1862 the owner of the hotel was
Henry Ayers (later Sir HenryY. In 1876, a 20 room hotel was built on the site, after
which Ayers sold the hotel to J R Russell who had been publican since at least 18622•

Architectural - The ground floor has been substantially a ltered, but the first floor
verandah cast iron work and original parapet make this a building worthy of retention.
The bui lding has recently been repainted in olive greens.

Assessment Book, Vol 1, 1863 (West Ward, No. 67)
Assessment Book, Vol 22, 1878 (West Ward, No. 57)
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BRITISH HOTEL
13 NORTH PARADE (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 2: An early illustration of the first British Hotel (1849-56)

I
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PH 1: A later view of the Hotel from the Polt River (c.J880)
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BRITISH HOTEL
13 NORTH PARADE (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 3: By 1913 the wateifront sheds obscured the water view
from the hotel - view along North Parade
Note: other early photographs showing views of the British Hotel include B1711, B4280.
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HOUSE
4 QUEBEC STREET

--

C.T:

4 - 2133/51 Section 2112/Lo t 15 FP 3471

HERITAGE LISTING: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This sma ll house
represents early residential development in the Port Ce ntre on allotments first
subdivided by the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1870s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recomme nded that this house be designated as a place
of loca l heritage valu e for Port Adelaide in the D evelopment Pl an.
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HOUSES
5, 7 QUEBEC STREET

C.T:

5 - 1809/59 Section 2112/Lot 132 FP 3470
7 - 1656/108 Section 2112/Lot 135 FP 3470
642/153 Section 2112/Lot 134 FP 3470

HERITAGE LISTING: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent early residential development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1850s and sold during the 1860s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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LASS O'GOWRIE STABLES
OFF SHIP STREET

- _,
1 ll~..'

C.T:

Section 2112/Lot

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
A small remnant
outbuilding of the Lass O'Gowrie Hotel which closed with the delicensing of many
hotels in Port Adel aide in 1912, and has since been demolished.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these stables be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
ANALYSIS:
Historical - These stables were built in 1878
as part of the Lass O'Gowrie HoteJI. A tender
notice in the SA Register of 30 April 1878
called for the "Erection of stables at the Lass
O'Gowrie Hotel, Port Adelaide by D Garlick".
The first license of the Hote l was issued in
18562• It was de-licensed, together with a
number of other hotels in the Port, in 1912 "...
generally because of the undesirable nature of
th e premises and the manner in which they •
were conducted"3 •

,

Port Adelaide had been extremely well served
by licensed premises in the late 19th century.
The hote l was later demolished but th e stables
have survived.
PH 43: A view of the Lass O'Gowrie Hotel in 1901

1

Assessment Book, Vol 7, 1869 (West Ward, No. 140), A ssessment Book, Vol 22, 1878 (West Ward
No. 117)
J L H oad, p 337

Po11onian , Vol 2, No.2, .June 1974, p 7
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ROW HOUSES
25-31 SHIP STREET

C.T: 32-35-5129 /289 Section 2112/Lot 137 FP 3470
HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: These small houses
represent early residenti al development in the Port Centre on allotments first subdivided
by the Port Land Company during the 1850s a nd sold during th e 1870s.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that these houses be designated as place of
local heritage value for Port Ad elaide in the Development Pl an.
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KEMBLA HOUSE
55 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T: 5026/629 Section 2112/Lot 1 S 7170
HERITAGE LISTINGS: Assessed 1985, rejected for State Listing

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This large residence
represents Adelaide's development in the late Nineteenth century. Built by 1891, the
building and stables were owned by Dr Morris after the turn of the century, their style
and location reflecting the importance of St Vincent Street as one of the Port's main
thoroughfares.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that Kembla House be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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KEMBLA HOUSE
55 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Extracted from State Heritage Branch File No. 13809
Historical - The two-storey stone house at 55 St Vincent Street stands on what was
originally allotment 13 of Section A. Section A was initially owned by the South
Australian Company.
In 1881 the allotment was sold to John Bennett, a ship-wright of Port Adelaide. It is
likely that the building was erected between 1881 and 1891 when it appears on Lands
Title Office plan as a building and stables. In 1891 , the property was purchased by
Edith Mary Mitchell, wife of James Thomas Mitchell, a medical practitioner of Ballarat,
Victoria. By this time, the Port was a busy place, crowded with a population of wharf
labourers, tradesmen and those servicing the shipping industry. Dr Edward Walter
Morris bought the house in 1906. Morris was a prominent Port Adelaide figure, active
in the Port Adelaide Institute Library and Museum, a contributor to the Institute's
scholarship fund and Rear Commodore of the Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron.
His stables at the rear of the premises, and now demolished, were considered the finest
in the district. As a local character, the doctor was known to his friends as "Brick" on
account of his red hair and for his love of boxing and horses. As a medical practitioner,
he would have found much to do, for public health in the Port suffered from poorly
venti lated buildings, stagnant water and bad drainage. In 1909, plague broke out in the
Port and claimed 41ives. Then, in 1918-19 the In flu enza epidemic afflicted 1,367 people
in the Port Adelaide district, of whom 51 died.
The property subsequently passed to Angus McAulay of Alberton in 1927, K W
Anderson and M F McLachlan in 1937, Elsie Sperson in 1946, whose trustees sold to
KIMITED in 1984.
Architectural -This former residence is a two storey asymmetrical random coursed stone
building facing St Vincent Street. It has stuccoed side walls and quoins and a hipped
roof clad with corrugated galvanised iron, concave verandah and balcony with cast iron
balustrading and frieze to fascia and first floor balustrade and metal classical columns
to both floors. Ornate surrounds to windows particularly in the projecting section and
a stuccoed parapet remain intact.
The rear stables have been demolished and this section of the site redeveloped.

Sources
LTO and G R0 Searches
Chris Halls: Port Adelaide Sketchbook, Rigby 1972
Centenary History of Port Ade laide 1856-56
Port Adelaide City Council - records
Directories
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QUIN'S SAILMAKERS (former Presbyterian Church)
77 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

4049/791
1913/36
4049/792
4049/793

Lot 120 FP 3470
Lot 117 FP 3470
Lot 115 FP 34 70
Lot 114 FP 3470

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This church was
constructed in 1882 for the Port Adelaide Presbyterian congregation as their second
church. It is representative of the expansion of population during the late 19th century.

RECOMMENDATION: Although this building has local significance, approval has been
given for the demolition of this building due to poor structura l condition. In the short
term, the appearance of the building could be improved by the rationalization of signage
on the St Vincent Street frontage.
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QUIN'S SAILMAKERS (former Presbyterian Church)
77 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - This Church was constructed for the Port Adelaide Presbyterian

Congregation (as their second place of worship) in 1882, by Williams and Cleave for
£3993.
The building was deconsecrated when it became unused following the amalgamation of
the Presbyterians, Methodists and Churches of Christ to form the Uniting Church. It
has been used by Quins as a sailrnakers "loft" since it was purchased by them in the
1970s.
Unfortunately, it has been substantially altered, but an original photo survives showing
its former appearance. The unpainted stone work and original windows survive
externally. Internally, the basic elements of the arrangement of the Church are
discernible but the building has suffered severe cracking and subsidence.
Architectural - The Church was designated in a typical mid Victorian form with two

main levels to the body of the church. The area of worship at the first floor level was
reached by an impressive stair off St Vincent Street, and meeting rooms and offices were
loca ted at ground level.

PH 17: Th e Presbyterian Church soon after construction (1882)
note tower roofs and entrance steps
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QUIN'S YACHTING CENTRE
89 ST VINCENT STREET

T""

C.T:

L--•

4049/791 Lot 120 FP 3470
1913/36 Lot 117 FP 3470
4049/ 792 Lot 115 FP 34 70
4049/793 Lot 114 FP 3470

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNI FICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This two storey building
containing shops and offices was constructed in 1921 and is typical of the commercial
development of Port Adelaide during this period of economic prosperity after World
War I.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended th a t this bui lding be designa ted as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
This 1920s commercia l building is constructed of dark face bricks with rendered parapet.
It exhibits carefully considered elevational detail and is typical of the symmetrical
stripped classicism used in a si mplifi ed form for small developments such as this. The
later post supported verandah is not original but is appropriate ly simple in form. (The
original verandah wou ld have been a suspended horizontal awning).
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THE CLUBHOUSE HOTEL
8 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

4157/908 Section 2112/Lot 21 FP 3514
4328/529 Section 2112/Lot 22 FP 3514

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This hotel was constructed
in 1878 replacing an earlier hotel, and has traded continuously since. It is representative
of the economic prosperity of Port Ade la ide during the 1870s a nd 1880s, and is a good
example of a typical hotel building.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recom mended that this hote l be designated as a place of
local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the D evelopment Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - The Australasian Club H otel was constru cted on this site in c.1870. It was
built of ga1van ised iron which earned it th e name of "the Sardine T in". When this more
substantial bui ldi ng was put up in 1878 the name was changed to the Clu bhouse Hotel,
its current title 1• The bu ild ing is visible in the 1879 li thograph and stands alone even
then.
Architectural - The 1878 two storey hotel is constructed of rubble sandstone with the
front e levation repainted in clark mortar. Original elements which remain include a
balustraded parapet cast iron upper verandah ba lustrade and overall form with
chamfered corner. The verandah has been rebuilt and the original verandah probably
extended around the corner of the building.
1

J L Hoad, HoLels and Publicans in South Australia 1836-1984, p 563
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_ JAFFER'S FURNITURE STORE
32 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

4391/501 Section 2112/Lot 27, 28, 29
2400/191 Section 2112/Lot 25

4391/500 Section 2112/Lot 26

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A consistent single storey
commercial building with continuous verandah and parapet treatment which is an
important streetscape element in this section of St Vincent Street.

RECOMMENDATION: lt is recommended that this furniture store be designated as a
place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - The earliest shop in the row, visible at the western end, was built in 1906
for George Alfred Danvers- a bootmaker- in 1906 1• In 1908 a dwelling was added to
the shop2• This is still extant, and visible from the Minories corner.
The remaining three shops were built in 19203 • One of the earliest occupants was a
furniture upholsterer, H Thompson.
This store is in a sense the descendant of the earlier furniture and general household
goods stores that were such sign ifica nt part of the commercial life of Port Adelaide.
Architectural - This is a consistent si ngle storey row of shops which is relatively intact.
The new verandah extends over the fu ll width of the footpath - continuing an early Port
Adelaide form.

Assessment Book, Vol 66, 1907 (West Ward, No. 487)
Assessment Book, Vol 70, 1909 (West Ward, No. 486)
Assessment Book, 1921 (South Ward)
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ST PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

Vol 4342/357

HERITAGE LISTINGS: Recommended for State Heritage Registe r 1992 - Deferred

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: This church constructed in 1905 represents the
continuous provision for Anglican worship in Port Adelaide since 1841. It is the site of
the third earliest church in South Au stralia.

RELEVANT CRITERIA:
a)

demonstrates important aspects of the State's history in exemplifying the
importance of the Anglican faith during the settlement of Adelaide and Port
Adelaide, and the continuing provision for Anglican worship in Port Adelaide
since 1841.

b)

the Church is located in Church Place, on land specially set aside for this purpose
in the initial subdivision of Port Adelaide by the South Au stralian Company.

RECOMMENDATION: The Anglican Church was recommended for the State Heritage
Register in 1992 but li sting has been deferred. It is recommended that St Pauls
Anglican Church be en tered in the State Heritage Register.
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ST PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:

Historical - The first St Pauls Church was constructed in 1841. The present church
building is the third structure to be built on the site•. It was built at the wish and
expense of a Mr Samuel Tyzack in 1905. Samuel Tyzack was the son of Mr William
Tyzack, a shipwright who resided in Exeter. He had been baptised in the second St
Paul's Church and had in later years returned to live in England and to claim an
inheritance which was to leave him a very wealthy man. Upon hearing that the second
church building which had been built in 1852 and extended in 1861 was in dire need of
repair at the turn of the century, Samuel Tyzack offered a sum of £4,000 to build a new
church.
On 23 September 1904 tenders were invited for the erection of the new church to the
design of the architectural firm English and Soward 2 • Mr Soward whose specialty was
the design of large houses, often in the Gothic style, such as Culver House in
Walkerville, St Corantyn in East Terrace and St Margaret's on Brougham Place was
largely responsibl e for the design of the new church3• The offer made by the builder
Walter Charles Torode, was finally accepted. On 27 Janu ary 1905, tenders were again
called, thi s time for pulling down and removing the old church structure 4 • Torode was
again awarded the contract which was executed for a sum of £96.
On 13 May 1905, the foundation stone of the new church was fina lly lai d by Mrs Ann
McFarlane, daughter of the late William Tyzack. Whil e the new building was under
construction, religiou s services were conducted in a n old ha ll to the rea r of the church.
This hall was later rep laced by the present parish hall in 1910-11. Samuel Tyzack
donated the stained glass windows which may st ill be seen in the church today. They had
been specia lly shipped from England .
The church was finally completed a nd opened on "A11 Saints Day", 1 November 1905.
Architectural - This church, constructed in 1905 is a n exce ll ent example of "English
Parish" abstracted Gothic as interpreted by Edwardi an arch itects in Adelaide and was
th e work of Geo rge Soward. The brick church has a n unusua l narrow square bell tower,
remin iscent of early Gothic sta ir turrets attached to the St Vincent frontage and a large
lancet window with vesica piscis above faci ng north. A war memorial in the form of a
covered porch was added to the C hurch after the First World War.

Ot her early photographs sighted: B9911; 824291; 826530; 841788; B48G87

Unless otherwise indicated, all information o n the Tyzack fa mily a nd the church history came from
the manuscript compiled by R ev Fr Graham Ross (St Pa ul's Ch urch A rchives)

Register, 23 Septe mbe r 1904, p 8
3

Michael Page, Swlptors in Space:
Australia n Chapter), p 85

South Australian Architects 1836- 1986, (The RAJA South

Register, 27 J a nuary 1905, p 2
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ST PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ST VINCENT STREET (cont)

Site Record
Religious Building - St Paul's Anglican Church
St Vincent Street
Port Adelaide SA 5015

Location

St Vincent Street and Church Place, Port Ade laide

Description

Mason ry church with adjacent hall

Boundary

Chu rch only, the other buildings on the same land parcel are
not of heritage value

Land Description

CT Vol 4342/357

Local Government

City of Port Adelaide

Owner

Synod of the Diocese of Adelaide
Anglica n Church in Austra lia Property Trust
44 Currie Street
ADELAIDE SA 5000

Use

Church and Hall

Cond ition

G e ne rally sound

Other Assessments

State Heritage Branch Assessment 1992

Heritage Status

D efe rred
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ST PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY ILLUSTRATIONS
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Subdivision plan showing basic road locati ons through Section 2112 and St Pauls
Church and Glebe land (map drawn in 1843 - GRO Deposited Plan 14/1855)
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ST PAUL'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

..

PH 18: The second Church building constmcted in 1852 and enlarged in 1861

PH 19: The third and current Church constructed in 1905 (photo 1950)
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SHOPS
126-134 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

126 - 2484/73 Section 2112
128-134 - 1273/184 Section 2112/Lot 11.5

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A row of two storey shops
which have been significantly a ltered over time but retain some original detailing and
form an important adjunct to the Golden Port Tavern group of shops.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this row of shops be designated as
places of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

Refer 136 St Vincent Street for early photograph (PH 10) of this row of shops in 1909.
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SHOP
136 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

136 - 4170/ 420 Section 2112/ Lot 11

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A two storey shop, part
of a row which has been significantly altered over time but reta in some original detailing
and form an importa nt adjunct to th e Golden Port Tave rn group of shops. Of particular
interest is No. 136 whi ch was refaced in 1938, and retains detail from the pre War
period.

RECOMMENDATION: It is re commended that this row of shops be des ignated as
places of local heritage valu e for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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SHOP
136 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical
For 19 years between 1890 a nd 1909, this building housed a draper and fancy goods
stores 1• For the first 15 years (1890-1905) the proprietor was a Mrs H Gun and for the
last 4 years (1906-1909) , it was taken over by Hampden & Co. For a brief period in
1910-1911 it became the premises of the Port Ad elaide Branch of the YMCA2 • In 19 12,
the YMCA was replaced by Maccrow & Sons Pty Ltd, a firm of merchants and
manufacturers originally founded in M elbourne in 1881, which operated from the
premises for a number of years3 • The new frontage visible under a later hoarding was
4
undertaken in 1937-38 as an outlet for Clarksons glass and paint merchants •

Sands & M cDougall SA Directories 1890 (p 6); 1891 (p 63); 1906 (p 82) ; 1907 (p 83); 1910 (p 73)
Sands & M cD ougall SA Directo ries 1911 (p 73) and 1912 (p 77)
Sands & M cD ougall SA Directo ries 1913 (p 74) a nd H G Viney, A Century of Commerce in South
A ustralia, (Adelaide C ha mber o f Commerce Inc. 1936), p 180.

The News, 9 February 1938
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SHOP
136 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 10- 1909

Extracted from mticle on Port Adelaide buildings in
The News, 9 Februmy 1938, Port Adelaide Supplement
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THE GOLDEN PORT TAVERN AND ADJACENT SHOPS
138-144 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

138-144 -

5107/520 Section 2112/Lot 72 FP 40001
5106/977 Section 2112/ Lot 71 FP4001

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: AJthough this hotel, first
constructed in 1865, has been much altered over time, it is representative of the
importance of hote ls in the physical development of Port Adelaide .

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this tavern and adjacent shops be
designated as places of local heritage value for Port Ade laide in the Development Plan.

ANALYSIS:
Historical - This hotel rep laced the Carpenters Arms wh ich was constructed in 1850 and
burnt down in 1864. The present hotel, built in 1865 was known as the Globe Hotel
until 1981 when it was renamed the Golden Po rt Tave rn 1•
Architectural - An early building which has been refaced with c.l930 render detailing
at the first floor parapet. The ve randah structure has been converted into a pergola
treatment and a ll origina l balustrading deta iling sheete d over or entirely removed. An
early photo dated 1907 (PH 8) shows the origi na l two storey verandah (with wooden
balustrade) and parapet. This building would greatly benefit from improving existing
verandah structure detailing with removal of lattice and reinstatement of balustrading
detailing. No original shopfronts survive and the ground floor detailing into the hotel
retains early configuration but later render work.

1

J L H oad, Hotels and Publicans in Solllh Australia, 1836-1984, p 245
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THE GOLDEN PORT TAVERN AND ADJACENT SHOPS
138-144 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 8: c.l908 view of the buildings prior to any renovation
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BOWER BUILDINGS
150-166 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

150 - 4152/748
152 - 4152/749
154 - 4152/747
156 - 2967/152
158 - 2967/157
160- 3596/107
162 - 3596/ 108
164 - 3559/170
166 - 4173/511

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2112/ Lot 1 FP 6218
2112/Lot 2 FP 6218
2112/Lot 3 FP 6218
2112/ Lot 7 E 9/12
2112/Lot 7 E 9/12
2112/ Part Lot 6 E 9/12 POR 7
2112/Lot 6 E9 / 12
2112/ Lot 6 E 9/'12
2112/Part Lot 6, 7, 8 E 9/ 12

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: An important early row
of shops ( 1870 and 1898) which is indicative of the commercial development of Port
Adelaide and St Vincent Street in particular. Associated with significant colonial figure,
David Bower.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the Bower Buildings be designated as
a place of local heritage value for Port Ade laide in the Development Plan.
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BOWER BUILDINGS
150-166 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical -The first six shops at the northern end of the row were built in 1870-1 for
David Bower. Some of the earliest occupants included two bootmakers, a painter,
grocer and baker 1•
In 1898, the remaining three shops at the corner of Robe and St Vincent Streets were
built to match the existing six2• They replaced three smaller shops which had been on
the site since the early 1860s. This arrangement is visible in PH 8.
David Bower was a personality well known in the Port. He arrived in Port Adelaide in
1847 whereupon he speedily established a successful business as a timber merchant. He
was also a Councillor, Parliamentarian and Mayor of the Port in 1877. As Mayor, he
was "instrumental in effecting much improvement in its (the Port's] aspect"3 •
Architectural - A row of nine continuous two storey shops with intact roof form, facades
of face stone and render. Original detailing survives to the verandah at first floor level,
particularly cast iron columns with brackets, although several brackets are missing. The
elaborate parapet above is a unifying element to the frontage, but is in need of repair
in certain sections where render is spalling off. First floor windows and joinery survive
intact but all verandah balustrading appears to have been removed and has been sheeted
over with later adve rtising hoardings. The lower verandah has been reconstructed in
steel with mode rn square posts and square guttering. The e legant ogee profile verandah
roof remains at upper leve l, although stormwater discharging to the lower level is via
downpipes which do not correspond with verandah posts, making thi s detail unfortunate.
No early shopfronts survive to thi s frontage and the significance of this building is in its
intact first floor original detailing.
The side wall facing Robe Street is of random stone and a n important element of this
building. l
. . . "'>-::A"

- ;.._
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Current view of upper floor and parapet

Assessment Book, Vol 13, 1872 (Centre Ward, Nos 81-86)
Assessment Book, Vol 144, 1899 (Centre Ward, Nos. 61-63)
William M Barclay, Review of the City of P01t Adelaide, 1901
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BOWER BUILDINGS
150-166 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)

EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 8: St Vincent Street in c.J908 (Bower Building at centre)

St \"incent, Port A<ldai<l.,

PH 9: A 1910 view indicating the original fin e
cast-iron balustrading to the upper balcony
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A W B BUILDING
172 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

4241/917 Section 2112/Lot 5 E9/12
4302/228 Section 2112/Lot 5 E9 /12

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: A substantial Edwardian
two storey building which has been upgraded with new shopfronts and the construction
of a new post supported steel framed awning.

This building was built on site previously occupied by two small shops and dwellings;
Rhodes Store (shared by Rhodes ironmongery and Barlow bootstore); and possibly also
Lloyd, Brook & Catt Store (drapers and tailors). The last two stores are visible in early
photo (PH 13)
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that this building be designated as a place
of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.

PH 13 - 1907
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SHOPS
212-220 ST VINCENT STREET, cnr COMMERCIAL ROAD

C.T: 913/ 4136 Lot 1 FP 4169
H ERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA:
This
important two storey terrace of shops was completed in 1882. lt is located at the
significant St Vincent Street/Commercial Road intersection (with the Centra l Buildings,
the Old Police Buildings an d Po rt Admira l Hotel on the oth er three corne rs. It is
representative of the expansio n of reta il commercial activity in the P ort Centre during
the 1870s and 1880s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recomme nde d that these two storey shops be designated
as a place of local heritage value for Port Adelaide in the Development Plan.
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SHOPS
212-220 ST VINCENT STREET, cnr COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
ANALYSI S:

Historica l - This site was largely vacant prior to 1880 except for a shop, store with
covered passage belonging to Crooks, Burton & Co which faced onto St Vincent Street.
This section of the building is still distinguishable as the two bays with the small
pediments above the parapet.
During 1881, adjoining shops on either sides of Crooks, Burton & Co Store (later
Crooks & Brooker) were erected. The shop at the corner of Kyle Place and St Vincent
Street was originally occupied by J A Rawling who operated a "fancy shop" 1• On 1 June
1885, Robert Fraser, a well known draper in the Port established a business on the
premises 2• He was declared "... the first draper of any importance in the Port to issue
Co-operative coupons as a discount, and to encourage cash trading", a system quickly
copied by other traders 3 • Fraser occupied the shop on the corner of Kyle Place
(formerly Hart Street).
At the other corner, the junction of Commercial Road and St Vincent Street, a row of
three shops was built (two facing St Vincent Street, one facing Commercial Road).
Early occupants included Birks Chemist, the Criterion Dining Rooms and a jewel1er's
shop4 •
According to a block plan of the area dating from the early 1880s, the buildings were
all single storey, of brick or stone with slate or iron roof.
During 1885, another storey was added to all of the shops above. According to an 1886
block plan, a wide verandah ran the length of the block and turned the corner into
Commercial Road . A balcony to the upper floor along St Vincent Street was added
before 19106 and thi s is visible in early photos (PH 7).
Architectural - Although this row of shops has lost its two level verandah and had it
replaced by a cantilevered veranda h (to allow for Street widening) the basic form of the
structure is still existing. The varied ownership and stages of construction are evidence
in the different building stones and widths of the bays to the upper level.

Assessment Book, Vol 25, 1881 (No. 181/ 1)
Portonian, Vol 18, No. 12, June 1990, pp 8/9.
ibid

Assessment Book, Vol 25 - op cit
Plan C l OO (M LSA)
Plan C211 (MLSA)
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SHOPS
212-220 ST VINCENT STREET, cnr COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

PH 27- c.l897 view showing the completed two storey row of shops with wide
one level verandah turning the corner

PH 4 - View of shops in 1911, upper balcony shaded by blinds
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SHOPS
212-220 ST VINCENT STREET, cnr COMMERCIAL ROAD (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

ST VtNCE.NT ST, PORT ADELAIDE

PH 7- View of the row of shops from St Vincent Street (c.l890)

PH 28- Corner shops in 1950

PH 42 - Fraser's store at the St Vincent's Street end of the row in 1901
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SHOPS
226-232, 234 ST VINCENT STREET

C.T:

226 - 4234/808 Section 2112/Lot 14 D14018
232 - 4234/809 Section 2112/Lot 13 D14018
234 - 4160/836 Section 2112/Lot 2 F10445

HERITAGE LISTINGS: nil

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE/RELEVANT CRITERIA: This two storey row of
shops and adjacent single storey sections are associated with the significant firm of
merchants, Jones Brothers of Port Adelaide and Semaphore, and is indicative of the
scale of commercial development in Port Adelaide during the 1870s and 1880s.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recom mend ed that this row of shops be designated as
places of local he ritage va lue for Port Adelaide in the Developme nt Plan.
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SHOPS
226-232, 234 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
ANALYSIS:
Historical - The corner building, 226-232, originally comprised of 2 shops and dwellings
and a surgery and dwelling at the corner of Kyle Place was built before 18621• It was
owned by James Menpes, a draper who occupied one of the shops.

The Jones Bros (V Y and Z H Jones) who became the oldest established drapers in
Port Adelaide worked for Mr Menpes until 1877 when they purchased his business 2 • "At
that time only one store (the St Vincent Street store) was occupied, in which a drapery,
clothing and tailoring business was carried out, with only nine assistants" 3• Under the
new management, the business prospered and in 1880 the adjoining middle shop was
added to their premises.
In 1875, a single storey showroom (1\o. 234) was built to the east of the row of shops4 •
This was taken over by the Jones Bros soon after they established business and
continued to be used as a showroom.
Business was so successful in 1884 the brothers had erected a new shop for their
clothing, mens furnishings and tailoring departments on Commercial Road. This was
later incorporated into the former Shorney Ironmongery store, located at the corner of
Butler Street (northern portion).
Architectural - This two storey shop has had all original verandah structure and cornice

detail removed, and the St Vincent Street elevation rendered over (probably in 1930s).
However, the overall form and scale of the early structure remains. A new single storey
verandah has recently been constructed (refer early photos).

Assessment Book, Vol 1, 1863 (East Ward, Nos 139-141)
Portonian, Vol 18, No.1, March 1990, p 12
3

ibid
Assessment Book, Vol 20, 1876 (East Ward, No. 172)
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SHOPS
226-232, 234 ST VINCENT STREET (cont)
EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS

ST VfNCENT ST, PORT ADELAIDE

PH 7: Jones Brothers store c.I880

t ,

1 , 1. I
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I

PH 40: A 1901 view of Jones Brothers store
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LIST OF EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS OF PORT CENTRE

(Mortlock Library Access number indicated in brackets)
Film/Neg No.
British Hotel
PH 1

View of British Hote~ undated. (Book 1, B19)

F1/1

PH 2

View of British Hotel, North Parade corner of Nelson Street, 1849-59. (B510)

F1/2

PH 3

View of North Parade showing British

Hote~

February 1913. (B3535)

F1/3

Central Hotel
PH 4

View of Commercial Road, November 1911 showing central buildings. (B3536)

Fl/4

PH 5

View of Commercial Road, 1920-21 showing central buildings. (B4292) (detail also taken)

F1/5

PH 6

Commercial Road looking south showing central buildings, undated, c. 1880. (B41796)

F1/6

St Vincent Street - south side
PH 7

St Vincent Street looking west, 1877-87. (B4480)

F1/7,8

PH 8 St Vincent Street looking east, 1908-1909. (B10088)

F1/9,10

PH 9

St Vincent Street looking east (post card), c.1910. (B37194)

Fl/11

PH 10 St Vincent Street, c. 1909. (B11438)

F1/12

PH 11 St Vincent Street south side (showing Central Buildings), c.1909. (B11439)

F1/13

PH 12 Individual shop, St Vincent Street (location unknown), Woollats Butcher, 1897 (B28980)

Fl/14

PH 13 St Vincent Street south side, 1907. (B25237)

F1/15

Harts Mill
PH 14 Harts Mill, c.1880s operated by Adelaide Milling Company at time of photo. (B6674)

F1/16

PH 15 Harts Mills 1877-78. (B10852)

F1/17

First Presbyterian Church, Leadanball Street
PH 16 View of first Presbyterian Church, c.1860 view. (B7714)

F1/18

PH 17 Presbyterian Church, (now Quins Sailmakers) St Vincent Street, undated. (B7715)
Site cost £1700. Erected by Williams & Cleave for £3,993. Foundation stone laid by David Murray
on 26 March 1881, opened February 1882. Original photo presented by Mrs J Hall Angus.

F1/19

PH 18 St Pauls Church, St Vincent Street - c.1885 (old church). (B24289)

Fl/20

PH 19 New St Pauls Church, 1955. (B24292). (Note other early photos of first St Pauls Church not
photographed- B9911, B26530, B41788, B48687).

F1/21

Dale Street
PH 20 Odd Fellows H~ undated. (B41789)

F1/22

PH 21 Dale Street looking west, undated. (B41791)

F1/23

PH 22 Dale Street c.1970. (B43680)

F1/24
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PH 23 House, Sydney Malin, Land Agent, Dale Street, undated - c.1860? Original of Captain Sweet photo.
(B21717) (location unknown)

F1/25

Lipson Street
PH 24 99 Lipson Street, J R McColl, founded in 1861, shop erected 1885, photograph dated 1912. (B33711)

F1/26

PH 25 J R McColl, Lipson Street view, c.1900 (B33921)

F1/27

PH 26 View of Simes & Martins, c.1933. (B36697).

F1/28

Commercial Road
PH 27 Commercial Road, c.1897 looking south from Customs House. (B21960)

Fl/29

PH 28 Commercial Road at Black Diamond corner, c. 1950. (B24297)

Fl/30

PH 29 Commercial Road undated, from Black Diamond Corner. (B25219)

F1/31

PH 30 1930 view of Commercial Road showing Ezywalkin. (B29141)

Fl/32

PH 31 St Vincent Street looking west from Black Diamond Corner, undated. (B41792)
Shows Central Buildings on left hand side.

F2/1

PH 32 Commercial Road, looking north, shows Port Admiral Hotel. (B41793)

F2/2

PH 33 Port Temperance Hotel along with the Dining Rooms, Commercial Road, 1908-9 view. (B37204)

F2/3

St Vincent Street
PH 34 St Vincent Street looking west- 1920-21. (B4368)

F2/4

PH 35 St Vincent Street, April 28 1919 showing Ozone Theatre. (B5517)

F2/5

PH 36 St Vincent Street, February 211919looking west from Black Diamond corner. (B5518)

F2/6

PH 37 Commercial Road/St Vincent Street intersection, c.1950. (B29143)

F2/7

PH 38 Commercial Road/St Vincent Street intersection, c.1950 looking west along St Vincent Street. (B29144)

F2/8

PH 39 Town & Country Stores, Port Branch, St Vincent Street - now part of 212-220 St Vincent Street
(Review of the City of Port Adelaide 1901)

F2/9

PH 40 Jones Bros Store, cnr Kyle Place and St Vincent Street east side, c.1901 (Review of the City of Port
Adelaide, 1901)

F4/2

PH 41 Jones Bros Store, Commercial Road c.1901 (Review of City of Port Adelaide)

F4/6

PH 42 Fraser Store, cnr Kyle Place and St Vmcent Street west side, c.1901 (Review of the City of Port
Adelaide, 1901)

F4/4

PH 43 Lass O'Gowrie Rote~ cnr Ship and St Vincent Street, south side, c.1901 (Review of the City of Port
Adelaide, 1901)

F4/7

Lipson Street - Dulux Paint
PH44 Muralo Building, Lipson Street, Built in 1906/7 (Dulux Archives)

F4/17

PH45 Rear view of the Muralo Building (DA)

F4/18

PH 46 Muralo Building - painted (DA)

F4/19

PH 47 Parade float in front of Dulux Paint factory (DA)

F4/20

PH48 Interior view of General Office (DA)

F4/21

PH 49 Varnish maturing tanks (DA)

F4/22
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PH 50 Muralo Building. showing ballast street pavers (DA)

F4/23

PH 51 Varnish plant. Built in 1937 (DA)

F4/24

PH 52 Duco plant. Built in 1938 (DA)

F4/25

PH 53 Duco plant. Note window modification (DA)

F4/26

PH 54 Vacant site

F4/27

PH 55 Australian United Paint Co. Building under construction (Site 3), constructed 1949/52,
Lipson Street (DA)

F4/28

PH 56 British Australian Lead Manufacturers Co. Building (Site 3) constructed 1949/52 (DA)

F4/29

PH 57 Aerial view - looking south down Lipson Street (DA)

F4/30

PH 58 Aerial view - Commercial Road aspect (DA)

F4/31

PH 59 Varnish plant at top- showing one wing only (DA)

F4/32

PH 60 Vehicle outside BALM building (DA)

F4/33

Aerial Views of Port Centre
PH 61 Aerial view to west along St Vincent Street, 1929 (B10870)

F3/3

PH 62 Aerial view looking south east 1937-38 (Port Centre Project)

F5/11

PH 63 Aerial view showing Wharf Shed 2 (B23088)

F3/21

PH 64 Aerial view from south west showing Port Canal c.l940 (Port Centre Project)

F5/15

PH 65 Aerial view along river (Port Centre Project)
PH 66 Aerial view of Port Centre 1973 (Port Centre Project)

FS/12 & 13
F5/17

APPENDIX 1: SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Books, Pamphlets and Articles
Angwin, H T M One Hundred Years of Harbor Development (c.1936). Typescript and
photographs held at Public Record Office GRG 51/285/1.
· Bagot, A Coppin the Great (Melbourne University Press 1965)
Bray, W M (Publisher) Review of the City of Port Adelaide (1901)
Burgess, H T (Ed) The Cyclopedia of South Australia (2 vols, Adelaide 1907 and 1909.
Austaprint Facsimile, Adelaide 1978).
Curtis, Adelaide, Queen City of the South (Adelaide 1907)
Diamond, A I "Aspects of the History of the South Australian Company - the first
decade". (MA Thesis, University of Adelaide 1955)
Eardley, G ''The Port Adelaide Railway System". The Australian Railway Historical
Society Bulletin, No. 393, July 1970, pp 146-60

Gibbs, R, A History of South Australia (Adelaide 1969)
Halls, C, Port Adelaide Sketchbook (Rigby, Adelaide 1972)
Hammond, M History of Port Adelaide. Chronology 1831-1978 (Port History Project,
Port Adelaide 1978)
Hart, M H A sketch of the early life and pioneer work in Australia of Captain John Hart
(Adelaide 1936)
Hoad, J L South Australian Hotels and Publicans (Adelaide 1983)
Lumbers, E Centenary History of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Port Adelaide
(The Council, 1956)
Marsden, S Historical Guidelines: S A State Historic Preservation Plan (Department for
Environment 1980)
Marshall, A "Growth of Subdivision in the Adelaide Urban Area". Proceedings, Royal
Geographical Society SA, Vol LXII, 1962

Meleng, F E Fifty Years of the Port Adelaide Institute (Adelaide 1902)
Page, M Port Adelaide and its Institute 1851-1979 (Adelaide 1981)
. Parsons, R H The Navy in Port Misery and The New Port (The author, Adelaide 1982)
Pike, Douglas (ed) Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol 4 (Melbourne University
Press)

Samuels, B J Community in the Port Adelaide District 1861-1901 (Honours History Thesis,
University of Adelaide 1972)
Samuels, B J Discover Port Adelaide's Past (PA Historical Society. 4th edition 1982)
Samuels, B J, A Port Adelaide District Chronology (1986)
Smith, V S, Brief Biographical Notes of Some Sailing Ship Captains of the Semaphore
(Retired). (Pioneers Association of South Australia pamphlet, 13/52, 1952)
Stacey, E J, Sixty Years of Port Adelaide, A Retrospect (Adelaide 1899) Reprinted from
The South Australian Register. Also appears without advertisements and some
transpositions in Meleng (cited above).
Strempel, A A, ''The Centenary of the Adelaide-Port Adelaide Railway". The Australian
Railway Historical Society Bulletin, No. 224, June 1956, pp 69-83.
SA Harbours Board, The Greater Port Adelaide Plan. Achievements 1949-59 and Future
Programme (Adelaide 1959)
SA Harbours Board, Harbours in South Australia (Adelaide 1946)
SA Harbours Board, Planning for the Immediate and Future Development ofPort Adelaide
A.D. 1950 (Adelaide 1950)
SA Tourist Bureau, Port Adelaide, Gateway to South Australia (1950)
Trotman, J E Back to Semaphore (cover title). (Committee of the Back to Semaphore
Celebrations, 1930, facsimile edition Port Adelaide Historical Society 1978)
Vines, E, Port Adelaide Conservation Study. (SA State Planning Authority, Adelaide
1977)
Williams, M, The Making of the South Australian Landscape. (London 1974)
Maps and Plans
General Record Office Plans and records as cited
Lands Titles Office records as cited
Newspapers and Periodicals
Port Adelaide Historical Society, Portonian, Vol 1, No. 1 (February 1973) - published
quarterly
The Builder (articles during 1920s)

Sands & McDougalls Directories

Newspapers
Port Adelaide News, 1878-97, 1904, 1913-33
The Register (various issues)
The Adelaide Observer (various issues)
Advertiser (various issues)
Illustrated Adelaide News, May 1979
Annual Reports
Marine Board of SA Annual Reports 1877-91, 1899-1922
Port Adelaide Corporation. Mayor's Reports, 1881-82, 1955-56, Annual
SA Harbours Board. Annual Reports 1914-66 (42/43 not issued)

APPENDIX 2: SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PORT LAND
COMPANY IN 1850
1.

John Hart (1809-1873), mariner, merchant and parliamentarian. Hart was born
in England on 25 February 1809. Went to sea at 22 visiting Hobart Town in 1828
and other parts of Australia. In 1846 he settled in Adelaide. He bought and
leased land in various parts of the colony, ran cattle and acted as agent for
absentees. He also invested in copper mines at Burra. Hart's best known
achievement was at Port Adelaide where in 1855 he built a flour mill with three
times the grinding capacity of any other in the Province.

Sources for 2-13 come from the South Australian Biographical Index, 1836 to 1885, Vols
I- IV
2.

Hon John Bentham Neales - Arrived in Australia in 1838; Auctioneer, Agent,
Mine Director and MP of North Adelaide (Vol iii, p 1168)

3.

Robert McGeorge- Arrived in 1839; Merchant of Glen Osmond (Vol iii, p 993)

4.

Joseph Barrow Montefiore- Arrived in 1846; Merchant and Financier of Glen
Osmond (Vol iii, p 1128)

5.

Robert Stuckey - Arrived in 1839; Draper, Grocer, Land Agent, Mine Director
of North Adelaide and Glen Osmond (Vol iv, p 1560)

6.

Thomas Williams - not listed

7.

Gregory Scale Walters - not listed

8.

Emanuel Solomon - Arrived in 1837, c.1849; Auctioneer, Ship Owner, MP of
College Park (Vol iv, p 1516)

9.

William Paxton - Arrived in 1840, left in 1855; Chemist, Land Owner and
Business Man of Adelaide and Burra (Vol iii, p 1251)

10.

William H Clark- Arrived in 1839; Brewer of Walkerville (Vol i, p 278)

11.

William Hughes - Arrived in 1850; Butcher, Salesman and Land Owner of North
Adelaide, Kensington and Tusmore (val ii, p 792)

12.

Jacob Haper- Arrived in 1839; Farmer, MP, Merchant and others of Echunga,
Macclesfield and Strathalbyn (vol ii, p 637)

13.

William James -Arrived c.1843; Agent of Port Adelaide (val ii, p 828)

--·-

FIG 11: PLACES RECOMMENDED FOR HERITAGE LISTING
EXTRACT FROM PORT CENTRE MAP (Refer Fig 1)
(containing items recommended)
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• Recommended for Local Supplementary Development Plan listing
R e Recommended for State Heritage Register listing
e. e Existing State Heritage Register listing
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